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Two are arrested
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Christian Bale inspired by Columbo 10 CELEBS
Sheba Medical, King Hamad American Mission Hospital Centre sign Medical Innovation deal

Bahrain, UAE keen
to bolster relations
His Majesty King Hamad and HH Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed discuss ways to
diversify and broaden joint action across various fields

A

teacher and director
of a kindergarten were
arrested pending investigations after a video showing a woman whacking on
a child’s head mercilessly
went viral across all social
media platforms.
The Public Prosecution
instantly ordered a probe
into the case. More details
are not available.
The Kingdom has strict
laws against assault on children.

Prisoners released
Riyadh

S

audi Arabia’s Crown
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman yesterday held successful mediation sessions
to release 10 prisoners from
various countries as part of
a prisoner exchange process between Russia and
Ukraine.

BAHRAIN

Abu Dhabi

T

he Kingdom of Bahrain
and the UAE are committed to further strengthening solid bilateral relations
and exploring more cooperation
across various fields.
This came as His Majesty
King Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa
met in Abu Dhabi yesterday the
UAE President, His Highness
Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, as part of HM’s visit
to the UAE.
They exchanged cordial talks
on the deep-rooted brotherly
relations between the two countries and their peoples, wishing
bilateral relations further progress.
HM King Hamad and HH
Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed
reviewed areas of bilateral coordination, as well as ways to
diversify and broaden joint ac-

HM the King and HH Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed hold talks
tion across various fields, which pirations and achieve their comwould consolidate the two coun- mon interests, based on the two
tries’ sustainable development countries’ robust long-standefforts, meet their peoples’ as- ing ties, and their belief in their

as well as in the advanced level
reached by their wide-ranging
fruitful cooperation.
HM the King lauded the effective pivotal role played the
“The UAE President’s UAE, under the leadership of HH
tireless efforts
Shaikh Mohammed bin Zayed,
strengthen the pillars at the regional and international
of regional and global levels.
He cited the UAE President’s
security and stability,
tireless
efforts to strengthen the
promote peace,
pillars of regional and global
and launch global
security and stability, promote
initiatives to foster
peace, and launch global initiathe humanitarian
tives to foster the humanitarian
values of coexistence, values of coexistence, tolerance
and cooperation among peoples.
tolerance and
They also discussed a numcooperation among
ber
of Gulf Cooperation Council
peoples.”
(GCC) and Arab issues, in addi– HIS MAJESTY KING HAMAD BIN ISA AL
tion to the latest regional and
KHALIFA
global developments.
common destiny.
His Majesty and HH Shaikh
The two leaders expressed Mohammed bin Zayed also extheir pride in the deep-rooted changed points of views on isfraternal ties for both countries, sues of mutual concern.

Strategic cooperation to boost Bahrain-UK ties
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The Deputy King meets with Lord Stuart
TDT | Manama

the depth of Bahrain-UK relations
and emphasised the importance
he Deputy King, His Royal of continuing to develop strategic
Highness Prince Salman bin cooperation and coordination beHamad Al Khalifa, has highlighted tween the two kingdoms.

T

@

@
*Terms and conditions apply

This came as HRH the Crown
Prince and Prime Minister yesterday met with Lord Stuart Polak CBE, a Member of the House
of Lords of the United Kingdom

of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, at Riffa Palace.
During the meeting, the latest
regional and international developments and issues of common

interest were also discussed.
Finance and National Economy Minister Shaikh Salman bin
Khalifa Al Khalifa also attended
the meeting.

اﺳﺘـﺮد اﻟﻨﺼﻒ
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HM King thanked by
Nicaraguan President
TDT | Manama

H

is Majesty King Hamad
bin Isa Al Khalifa received a cable of thanks from
Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega, in reply to HM’s congratulations on his country’s
Independence Day.
HM the King

Bahrainis are ‘priority’ in
Kingdom’s development
HRH Prince Salman hails citizens’ united efforts and determination to attain wideranging accomplishments
Remarkable results

TDT | Manama

World CIO 200
summit opens today
TDT | Manama

T

he World CIO 200 Summit will open today, under
the patronage of First Deputy Chairman of the Supreme
Council for Youth and Sports
(SCYS), President of the General
Sports Authority (GSA), President of Bahrain Olympic Committee, His Highness Shaikh
Khalid bin Hamad Al Khalifa.
The International Group of
Artificial Intelligence (IGOAI)
and Media-GIC of the UAE are
co-organising the event at the
Art Rotana Hotel and Resort,
Amwaj Islands, Bahrain.
More than 17 Chief Executive Officers from public and
private institutions will be
honoured during the event for
their support and innovation
in modern technology and artificial intelligence.

The forum will also feature
dialogue sessions in the field of
artificial intelligence and digital transformation. Keynote
speakers specialising in financial and banking technology
as well as cyber security and
future sciences will also speak
at the conference.
The forum is the largest
global event to honour CEOs
who have actively and professionally engaged in developing
their strategy to work by using
technologies and artificial intelligence.
Dr Jassim Haji, Chairman
of the International Group
of Artificial Intelligence and
Chairman of the organising
committee of the conference,
expressed deep thanks and
appreciation to HH Shaikh
Khalid for patronising the
World CIO 200 Summit.

T

he Deputy King, His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, emphasised that Bahraini citizens remain at the core of the
Kingdom’s development and are
the priority in the development
of various programmes, initiatives and development plans.
HRH the Crown Prince and
Prime Minister noted that the
next phase of development requires a redoubling of efforts
to ensure challenges are turned
into opportunities that benefit
citizens.
HRH Prince Salman was speaking as he met yesterday with the
Special Representative of His

The Deputy King meets with the Deputy Prime Minister
Majesty King Hamad bin Isa Al
Khalifa, HH Shaikh Mohammed
bin Mubarak Al Khalifa, the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister
for Infrastructure, Shaikh Khalid
bin Abdulla Al Khalifa, the Min-

ister of Interior, Lt-General Shaikh Rashid bin Abdulla Al Khalifa,
and the Minister of Finance and
National Economy, Shaikh Salman bin Khalifa Al Khalifa, at
Riffa Palace.

Outrage over candidate ‘attempt to insult journalist’
• ‘Press an
integral part of the
electoral process’
Staff Reporter
TDT | Manama

J

ournalists at the Southern
Governorate Election Supervisory Centre, located at Al
Mustaqbal School, were taken
aback after a candidate attempted to insult some of them, our
sister paper Al Ayam reported.
News photographers were
performing their duties when
the candidate lost his cool and
began verbally attacking them,
the report says.
“One female reporter tried
to mellow down the candidate,

A screenshot of the video showing a candidate shouting at journalists
who would become more and the media, Parliament member
more outrageous. He yelled at Dr Masooma Abdulrahim, said
all journalists who were pres- acts of insulting the members
ent at the election supervisory of the media will not be tolerated. “All candidates should make
centre.”
Later, speaking to members of sure that the press is not offend-

ed, for they are an important
part of the electoral process.”
The Kingdom will head to the
polls to elect new members of
the House of Representatives
and municipal councils on November 12 as His Majesty King
Hamad bin Isa Al Khalifa issued
a Royal order setting the date of
elections.
The order also said a second
round of elections, termed as
the run-offs, will take place on
November 19 if required.
Bahraini citizens who want to
run in the upcoming elections
for parliamentary seats must
submit their applications between October 5 and October 9.
Meanwhile, the period for
displaying voters’ list ended
yesterday.
The electoral officials have
said that measures have been

taken to ensure that those infected with Covid-19 virus during the election day can practise
their democratic right, by dedicating a polling station to them
with the aid of experts from the
Ministry of Health.
There will be 14 polling centres across the Kingdom. Between September 15 and September 21, voters can request
changes to their address or other
corrections as part of updating
the voters’ list and up to September 24, they can file complaints
or appeals before the supervisory committees.
The final decision in cases of
disputes will be taken by judicial authorities before October
4, 2022.
Candidates can file their nominations from October 5 to October 9, 2022.

His Royal Highness affirmed
that the Kingdom’s national development continues to achieve
remarkable results across various fields that benefit all, thanks
to the united efforts of Bahraini
citizens.
He highlighted Team Bahrain’s continued determination,
which has enabled the Kingdom
to attain wide-ranging accomplishments, in line with HM the
King’s far-reaching visions.
The senior officials expressed
their appreciation for His Royal Highness’ commitment and
support to the Kingdom’s comprehensive development goals,
led by HM the King.

BRCS humanitarian
relief work meeting
TDT | Manama

T

he Bahrain Red Crescent Society (BRCS) organised a meeting during
which its new members
were introduced to the origins, specialisations, objectives, committees, and its
mechanism of work.
This is in addition to
providing an explanation
about the International Red
Cross and Red Crescent
Movement, the principles
of humanitarian work, and
the efforts of volunteers
in devoting the practice of
this work in the Kingdom
of Bahrain in accordance
with the best international
standards.
The meeting was organised by Young & Youth Committee.

Light tribute for bright future ahead of parliamentary and municipal elections

Bahrain is adorned with vibrant lights to celebrate elections
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain’s roads and streets
are now adorned with lights
and illuminations ahead of the
parliamentary and municipal
elections on November 12 and 19.
The special tribute spotlights the

deep commitment of the Kingdom
to the noble practice of democracy
that enables voters to cast their
ballots freely and responsibly for
their favourite candidates.
Bahrain has held its quadrennial elections regularly
since 2002 with the launch of

new way of life that turns bold
dreams into comforting reality.
The elections were held in
2002, 2006, 2010, 2014, and 2018
without fail, procrastination or
delay in a confirmation that
what is at stake is not just casting ballots, but also affirming

constitutional commitments and
honouring democratic values.
The regular practice of democracy has reinforced the
concept that elections are very
necessary. They show the importance of such a right and how
casting ballots can impact gener-

ations and the country.
The elections this year will be
held under the theme “We Vote
for Bahrain” in a confirmation
that for Bahrainis, nation-building and fulfilling ambitions to
consolidate the standing of Bahrain must always be something

that they do, every day, together.
The impressive light tribute to
the elections is another reminder that through exercising their
rights, practicing democracy and
participating in the elections,
people are well inspired to celebrate their rights.
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Strict rules in place to
tackle ‘visit visa fraud’
Tens of people, who arrived at Bahrain International Airport, were forced to return
home after failing to comply with new visit visa rules
Staff Reporter
TDT | Manama

A

s part of efforts to prevent
human trafficking and
unlawful entry of foreigners into the Kingdom, the
airport authorities have stepped
up measures by enforcing strict
rules and norms.
It is learnt that tens of people,
who arrived at Bahrain International Airport on visit visa,
were forced to return home
after failing to adhere to new
rules.
Gulf Air earlier circulated a
message stressing the new rules,
according to which, a visit visa
holder must have an globally-accepted credit card or must possess BD50 per day for his/her
stay in the Kingdom.
The Kingdom provides tourist
visas, which can be obtained
online by presenting a bank
statement with a minimum account balance of BD300. The visitor should also present return

tickets as well as documents of
hotel booking. And people visiting their family members must
present a copy of the resident’s
CPR along with copies of power/
water bills.
The Daily Tribune earlier reported on illegal employment of
people, who arrive in the Kingdom on visit visas, and pose a
serious threat to the Kingdom’s
labour sector.
According to sources, there
are many fraudulent agents
across Africa and South Asian
countries including India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, who
“trick on innocent, uneducated
clients” into believing that they
are buying a job visa having legal
authenticity to work under any
employer in the Kingdom.
The Daily Tribune has learnt
that under the pretext of handing over employment visas “visit
visas are sold to many youngsters taking amounts ranging
between BD 700 and BD 1,200
from them”.

KNOW WHAT

Airport authorities have stepped up efforts to curb unlawful entry of foreigners
into the Kingdom
Social workers say that the
majority of victims only realise
the fraudulent act after reaching the Kingdom on a visit visa.
“However, after falling victim
to the scammers they have no

BTEA is set to organise Bahrain
Comic Con Festival next month

other option other than returning home or continuing their
stay in the Kingdom as an illegal
resident.”
Majority of the victims are
unskilled workers. “Almost all

The Kingdom provides
tourist visas, which
can be obtained online
by presenting a bank
statement with a minimum account balance
of BD300. The visitor
should also present
return tickets as well
as documents of hotel
booking. And people
visiting their family
members must present
a copy of the resident’s
CPR along with copies of
power/water bills.

South Asian and African cities
are flooded with fake recruitment agents, who offer visit visas
in the name of employment visas
to innocent unskilled workers,
who pay them huge amounts in
their currencies. This is operated by a big racket across South
Asian cities.”
Earlier, speaking to The Daily
Tribune, social worker Gangan
Trikaripur said majority of the
victims are unskilled workers
belonging to the hospitality and
construction sector. “Owing to
poor financial situations mainly
caused by the pandemic, many
expatriates are trying to obtain
jobs in Gulf countries including
Bahrain. They get in touch with
many fake recruitment agents
through social media platforms
and are conned out of money.”
There are also fears among
the citizens and residents in the
Kingdom about the risk of infectious diseases as there are no
medical checks performed on
those coming under visit visas.

Court stories

Employee on trial
for BD8,000 fraud

Court verdict set for man
who misused wife’s e-key
TDT | Manama

TDT | Manama

T

BTEA and DALLAH officials at the agreement-signing ceremony

•

Event to be
held on October
28-29 at Bahrain
International Circuit

•

Participants coming
from all over the world
TDT | Manama

T

he Bahrain Comic Con
Festival will be held on
October 28-29 at Bahrain International Circuit (BIC) with
the partnership of the Bahrain
Tourism and Exhibition Authority (BTEA) and DALLAH.
Bahrain Comic Con will be
packed with content that will
entice attendees from all over
the world to visit Bahrain.
The event will feature Hollywood movie studios and international gaming companies.
This will also include a variety
of workshops, such as sound
dubbing for cartoons, writing

scenarios, facial expressions,
sketching anime, Q&A sessions,
and signing sessions with your
favorite top-tier celebrities.
BTEA Chief Executive Officer
Dr Nasser Qaedi highlighted
that the authority will offer all
required assistance in terms of
facilitating and promoting this
unique event.
“The BTEA’s commitment to
Bahrain Comic Con demonstrates our eagerness to diversify tourism products, lengthen
visitors’ stays, increase their
spending rates, and meet their
aspirations while also enhancing the calendar of tourism and
entertainment events in Bahrain,” Dr Qaedi said.
“This festival is returning for
the first time since the COVID-19
pandemic, building on the tremendous success of previous
editions and its ability to draw
a wide segment of followers and
those interested in the field of
comics, especially the youth
category, from inside and outside Bahrain.”

Managing Partners Khalid
Bukhari and Salman Bukhari
affirmed that Bahrain Comic
Con will experience unprecedented growth in terms of interest, expansion, and diversity
thanks to BTEA’s involvement in
organising the event.
“There will be an Exhibitors
Hall where vendors from all
over can showcase their products and enterprises primarily
related to the movie, manga,
gaming, and comic world. There
will also be other events based
within the hall,” Bukhairi said.
“One of the main guest stars
will be Mr. Paul Anderson, who
plays Arthur Shelby in the most
famous Netflix series “Peaky
Blinders,” other line ups will
include celebrities from other
shows on Netflix, WWE superstars and global social media
influencers. There will also
be Artists from Bahrain and
the GCC who will be displaying their talents too so it is an
event that should not be missed
out on.”

he closing arguments of
the case of an employee
accused of embezzling more
than BD8,000 from a government entity will be submitted on September 25, 2022.
The defendant is said
to have forged papers that
were used as evidence that
he completed seven training
programmes and unjustly
pocketed BD8,000.
The Bahraini man was arrested after his workplace
notified the Public Prosecution about the incident,
and an investigation was
launched to probe the matter.
It was established that
the defendant forged documents to steal the money.
He admitted during questioning that he had taken
advantage of his post to prepare the documents in order
to pocket the money.
The defendant received
financial support for enrolling on the training programmes which is worth
BD 8,235. Among the witnesses who testified in
the case were several colleagues, all of whom confirmed the incident.
The defendant was ordered to be detained, pending
further investigation. He was
charged with forgery and embezzlement. His next court
hearing has been scheduled
for September 18, 2022.

A

Bahraini man in his forties
who is accused of forgery
will have his case decided by
the High Criminal Court on
October 18, 2022.
The defendant is said to have
used the e-key of his wife, and
logged into her account on the
Kingdom’s online portal. He
cancelled a court’s order to
hand her pocket money.
The latter discovered her
husband’s offence, and filed a
case against him. The woman
is said to have managed to obtain a court order against her
husband in order to receive
from him monthly pocket
money.
“I contacted my lawyer after not receiving the payment
following the court’s verdict.

She told me that the executive
order was cancelled by me,”
the victim said.
Investigations uncovered
that the man logged into the
account of his wife and made
the change for his favour.
An employee at the Minister of Justice also took the
stand and testified in the case,
telling the Court: “The judge
who oversaw the case asked
me why the woman wanted to
cancel the order. Therefore, I
contacted her, and it was her
husband who responded to my
call. He told me that he applied
to cancel the order on behalf
of his wife who wasn’t fully
capable of using the system.”
The defendant admitted to
creating the e-key account for
his wife, and took advantage
of that.

Filipino-organised art
exhibition in full swing
TDT | Manama

T

he door is still open for
the art exhibition entitled
“Beyond Measure – Reflections of Asia” at the Harbour
Gate, Bahrain Financial Harbour in Manama.
It was officially opened on 18
September and will run until
29 September.
The exhibition is organised
by the Filipino Creatives Bahrain, a Filipino Community
organisation in the Kingdom,
in partnership with the Phil-

ippine Embassy.
Twenty Filipino artists are
participating in the exhibition.
The other artworks featured
in the exhibition are by other
artists from Bahrain, China,
India, Indonesia, Nepal, Pakistan and Thailand.
The event showcases the
outstanding craftsmanship
and creativity of the visual
artists from these countries.
It also aims to promote support for Filipino and other Asian artists residing in
Bahrain.
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Hindi Divas celebrated in style at Indian Embassy
TDT | Manama

H

indi Divas was celebrated
with much funfare under
the aegis of Pratham (First) Hindi Toastmasters Club (PHTM)
and Embassy of India in Bahrain.
H.E. Indian Ambassador Sri
Piyush Srivastava inaugurated
the event by lighting the ceremonial lamp followed by other
esteemed guests from Toastmasters fraternity.
This was followed by the Presidential Speech by Sri Anil Pachlangia. Eminent guests and
talk show participants included
Sri Rajendra Gupta, Indian film,

Indian Ambassador Sri Piyush Srivastava with participants and guests from Toastmasters fraternity
television and theatre actor and
Shri Atul Tiwari theatre directions pass out from the National
School of Drama (New Delhi),

German National Theatre (We- Education of PHTM.
guidance of Sri Prabodh Rao as
imar) and the Berliner Ensemble
Smt Uma Shanware was the Event Chair.
(Berlin) ably anchored by Sri Master of Ceremonies, and the
Held in the Indian Embassy
Gopal Mishra, Vice President whole event was held under the premises, the event was a full

Social workers step in to
support ‘seriously-ill maid’
Staff Reporter
TDT | Manama

A

group of social workers
are in their best efforts
to support a housemaid
who suffered a stroke and is
presently undergoing treatment
at Salmaniya Medical Complex
(SMC).
Indian national Selvanayaki
Velu Perumal, 55, was admitted to SMC on July 12, 2022,
after suffering hypertension
and stroke, according to social
workers.
Speaking to The Daily Tribune, Senthilkumar GK, a social
worker associated with Annai
Tamil Mandram, said they have
been in their best efforts to send
Selvanayaki for more advanced
treatment in India.
“She needs to return to India as soon as possible for further treatment. Since she is a
stretcher-ridden patient, private
airlines in Bahrain are charging

“She needs to return
to India as soon as
possible for further
treatment. Since she
is a stretcher-ridden
patient, private
airlines in Bahrain
are charging around
BD2,500.”
– SENTHILKUMAR GK, A SOCIAL WORKER

Selvanayaki on her hospital bed at SMC
around BD2,500,” he said.
“At the moment, her son
Shankar, who works as a labourer in Bahrain, is caring for her,
and members of Annai Tamil
Mandram visit her in the hospital on a daily basis, offering
required support.”

Municipalities Minister participates
in cleaning drive at Malkiya coast

According to the doctors, Selvanayaki’s medical condition
could be cured if the right treatment is given at the right time,
and her family in India is eagerly
awaiting her arrival for further
treatment.
“Also, we have informed her

relatives that we, Annai Tamil
Mandram, will handle all legal
procedures and other formalities in the Kingdom until her
trip to India,” he added.
Speaking to The Daily Tribune, Alagudurai, brother of Selvanayaki said, “My sister has
been living in Bahrain since 2012

and I was shocked to learn that
she was admitted to SMC two
months ago after fainting owing to high blood pressure. The
doctors who examined her recommended that they have done
their best and she is recovering
slowly.
“She requires daily physiotherapy, which can be done at
home, which is why we are attempting to bring her back to
her hometown.”
“When I enquired with the
airlines, they told me that it
would cost a huge amount of
money for my sister to board a
flight as she needs a stretcher
support. We are all poor labourers and are not in a position to
afford it,” he lamented.
“We are also requesting assistance from the Indian Embassy
in the Kingdom to facilitate the
return of my sister home.”
Those who would like to know
more on the situation, give a ring
on 00973-33678877.

house with many Hindi language enthusiasts wanting to
join PHTM by the time the event
drew to a close.

Filipino forum
on Philippine
marine resources
preservation
TDT | Manama

T

he Philippine Embassy
has organised a forum
under the theme “Our Seas,
Our Livelihood, Our Life
Source: A Whole-of-Nation
Approach Towards Raising
Maritime and Ocean Awareness” at its premises on 16
September.
Held in commemoration
of the Maritime and Archipelagic Nation Awareness
Month ( MANA Mo) 2022
this month, the event was
attended by 36 Filipino
Community leaders, as well
as the Embassy’s personnel.
In her opening remarks at
the forum, Chargé d’Affaires
Anne Jalando-on Louis emphasised the importance of
the message of the “MANA
Mo” celebration each year.
She expressed the hope
that, through the forum,
the Filcom leaders would
become more aware of the
Philippines’ interests as an
archipelagic nation and be
more actively engaged in
activities that promote the
preservation of the country’s marine resources.

New Horizon School holds ‘Honk the Horn’
campaign for children’s health and safety
During this drive
•students,
were taught

ways to unlock the front,
middle seats to reach
the horn and honk it.
TDT | Manama

Al Mubarak with event participants
TDT | Manama

M

unicipalities Affairs and
Agriculture Minister
Wael bin Nasser Al Mubarak
participated in the cleaning
campaign at Malkiya coast, on
the occasion of World Cleanup Day in cooperation with
Cleanup Bahrain and the participation of volunteers.
The Minister stressed the
importance of raising awareness and community partnership in maintaining the cleanliness public facilities and protecting the environment.

S
The Ministry’s Undersecretary Shaikh Mohammed bin
Ahmed Al Khalifa was present.
Al Mubarak welcomed the
initiatives that would enhance
community partnership in
achieving its vision of maintaining public cleanliness.
He stressed the importance
of organising environmental
occasions in promoting civilized behavior related to public
hygiene.
“The ministry supports any
community initiative aimed at
improving the environmental,”
Al Mubarak said.

ince schools have reopened
after a gap of two long years,
the importance to teach and
reteach various life skills has
become crucial for students all
over the world.
This drive is a small attempt
to put learning into action during difficult situations. One such
life skill is saving one’s own life
when stuck in a closed car/bus/
vehicle especially the tiny tots.
The New Horizon School
conducted the ‘Honk the Horn’
drive under its Health and Safety
Department. During this drive
students, were taught ways to
unlock the front, middle seats to
reach the horn and honk it.
The sole objective of this drive

The students show eagerness and excitement to learn the new life skill
is to alert the people around in ness and excitement to learn
the nearby areas. Many students this new life skill. They cargave it a practical touch and ried out this drive through
honked the horn for the first peer teaching. Many students
realised for the first time that
time.
Students showed the eager- the horn could be honked even

when the engine of the vehicle
is off.
The Vice-Principal, Mrs Vandana Sateesh, ensured to drill
the same even with the own
transport students, who also
participated in the drive.
The school management urges everyone through the media
to make their children aware
of this important life skill and
thereby empower others to
avoid the tragic incidents that
have happened in the past.
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Sheba Medical, King Hamad American Mission
Hospital Centre sign Medical Innovation deal
Agreement announced at the C3 US-Arab Healthcare & Business Summit in New York
deal comes on
•theThe
second anniversary

Healthcare unites
us in a common goal
to bridge social,
political and religious
divides to create an
equitable future for
all in accessing high
quality healthcare

of Abraham Accords

TDT | Manama

S

heba Medical Centre, one
of the largest hospital facilities in the world and
ranked as a World's Best Top 10
Hospital by Newsweek magazine, announced yesterday that
it has signed its first-ever medical innovation agreement with
Bahrain's King Hamad American
Mission Hospital in Manama.
This historic agreement was
announced at the C3 US-Arab
Healthcare & Business Summit
in New York City and comes on
the second anniversary of the
Abraham Accords, which were
signed by the State of Israel, the
United Arab Emirates and Bahrain.
Sheba, which is world renowned for its start-up medical

ecosystem.
Dr George Cheriyan, CEO of
King Hamad American Mission
Hospital of maintained, "Healthcare unites us in a common goal
to bridge social, political and
religious divides to create an equitable future for all in accessing
high-quality healthcare.”

BETTER

DR GEORGE CHERIYAN, CEO OF KING
HAMAD AMERICAN MISSION HOSPITAL

KNOW

From left, Yoel Har-Even, Dr George Cheriyan and Prof. Eyal Zimlichman

innovation ecosystem known as are demonstrating our strength- and succeed in the region," said

ARC (Accelerate, Redesign, Col- ening relationship with Bahrain Yoel Har-Even, Director of She-

laborate), will integrate specific innovative technologies into
King Hamad American Mission
Hospital's new state-of-the-art
medical facility, which is slated
to open in January 2023.
"By signing this agreement, we

and its health sector. Dr. George
Cheriyan, is the leader of this
amazing new hospital and we
look forward to working with
American Mission to show how
Sheba and Israel can use healthcare as a pathway to flourish

ba Global, the international business division at Sheba Medical
Center.
"Our growing relationship
with King Hamad American
Mission Hospital symbolizes
how we are looking to promote

innovation as a tool for economic
growth and prosperity between
our two countries. Innovation
is a bridge to foment economic growth and sustainability in
order to provide better healthcare to everyone in the region,"
added Prof. Eyal Zimlichman,
Chief Transformation & Innovation Officer at Sheba Medical
Center, and founder of the ARC

King Hamad American Mission
Hospital (AMH) is the first and the
oldest medical facility not only in
Bahrain but perhaps across the
entire Arabian Gulf. When the
facility first opened its doors to
the Bahraini community in 1903,
it was called the Mason Memorial
Hospital. It was the first choice, if
not the only choice, until formal
government healthcare facilities
opened in the 1940s.

AUB reaps 8 Global Finance Awards for Corporate &
Institutional Banking Excellence in Digital Services

Silah Gulf achieves ISO 27001 for Information Security

TDT | Manama

S

A

hli United Bank (AUB) won
a total of eight awards in
the Corporate & Institutional
Banking Digital Bank Awards
from Global Finance. Global
Finance is amongst the banking
industry’s most trusted publications.
AUB received Best Online
Investment Management Services in the Middle East. The
bank was also awarded Best
Online Portal / User Experience
(UX Design), Best Integrated
Corporate Banking Site, Best
Mobile Banking Application,
Best Online Investment Management Services, Best Trade
Finance Services, and Most Innovative Digital Bank in Bahrain. In the meanwhile, AUB
Kuwait received Best Online
Cash Management Services
award.
“We are humbled by this recognition from Global Finance.

The award ceremony

These accolades acknowledge
the large strides we have made
in transforming our business
model through analytics, digitisation, and human talent. We
strive to create a more scalable,
robust, and responsive service
model, not only by adopting
the latest in FinTech capabilities, but also by implementing

them within a seamless customer journey. In the pipeline
are even more bespoke and
innovative solutions, devised
to help our clients grow their
wealth in easier, quicker, and
more transparent ways than
ever before,” said Othman Hijazi, Deputy Group CEO for Corporate Banking.

TDT | Manama
ilah, Bahrain’s premium,
multi-award-winning customer experience solutions
provider yesterday announced
it has earned the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 27001 certification,
in the Information Security
Management System ( ISMS )
category, further strengthening
its commitment to privacy and
data security.
ISO 27001 is an internationally recognised information
security management standard
and code of practice that is in
line with industry leading best
practices.
“As a result of earning the
prestigious ISO 27001 certification, we can ensure that
any personal data we process
on behalf of our customers is
handled in compliance with
Bahrain’s PDPL and Europe’s
GDPR requirements, as well as
international data privacy regulations. Achieving this mile-

Officials with the new ISO certification
stone has validated our efforts
to utilise industry best practices
in driving innovation to deliver
complete, end-to-end customer
experience solutions for our
clients.” said Feras Ahmed, CEO
of Silah Gulf
Silah offers a full breadth
of services including advising
companies transforming their
customer experience infrastructure, providing specialist

training and certification, deploying high-tech solutions, as
well as handling the running
of the entire customer service
operations.
The scope of the certification covers a broad range of
Silah’s innovative product
offerings including the Contact Centre Management
and Silah CX Technology
Solution.

Epson display solutions
iPoint, the distribution division of Business International Group WLL, held an event, at Crowne Plaza Hotel exclusive
for Bahrain Education and hospitality sector. More than 50 guests attended the event where Epson demonstrated its
Award-Winning Display Solutions, guests were able to see live the amazing Epson technology with its latest features.
iPoint is an Epson distributor in Bahrain for more than 20 years and distributes wide range of Epson products across
Bahrain. Also, Epson team from Epson Dubai Office had come for the event, Mohamad Amin Nassif, Mohamed Samir
and Tim O’connor. There were raffle draws where two of the guests each won a premium Sennheiser headset which
was handed over by John Joseph – Group General Manager, Business International Group and Aruldas Thomas, General
Manager - iPoint.

Y.K. Almoayyed & Sons - World Clean Up Day
Y.K. Almoayyed & Sons (YKA) participated in the World Clean Up Day on 17th September, which was organized by
Yousif & Aysha Almoayyed Foundation in cooperation with Clean Up Bahrain, to clean up the Nurana beach, Karana.
Around 5000kg of waste was collected on the same day across different locations around the Kingdom. More than 70
employees participated in this noble cause. The event was to raise awareness among employees in combating the global
solid waste problem, including the problem with marine debris.
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News in brief
Iran’s minister of
communications said yesterday
he had been misquoted after news
outlets cited him as saying the
authorities might disrupt internet
services for security reasons. The
semi-official ISNA news agency had
quoted communications minister Issa
Zarepour as saying “restrictions to the
internet may be decided and applied by the
security apparatus, but overall we have not
had any bandwidth reduction.” But shortly
afterwards, the official IRNA news agency
cited Zarepour as saying some news outlets
had published a wrong quote from him on
the sidelines of a government meeting. “In
recent days, there have been temporary restrictions in some places and at some
hours, which have been resolved, and currently the communication network does
not have any problems in terms of speed and quality,” IRNA quoted him as saying,
without mentioning any possibility of further disruption.
u China’s cooperation with Moscow since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
and Chinese comments against NATO enlargement show why the Western defense
alliance should regard Beijing as a security challenge,
NATO chief
Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said yesterday.
Stoltenberg calls “The sum of all is this just increases the importance
China a security
of NATO allies standing together and realizing that
China is part of the security challenges we need to
challenge
face today and in the future,” Stoltenberg said in
an interview with Reuters. Stoltenberg also noted
China’s “coercive behavior” in the South China Sea and against its neighbors as
well as “the way they violate basic human rights.”
u Thousands of bus drivers in London and the neighbouring county of
Kent plan to strike in a dispute over pay, the Unite union said, threatening
further disruption to
Thousands of
a transport system
UK
bus drivers plan
already facing
walkouts by railway
strikes over pay workers early next
union
month. More than
2,000 drivers at bus
operator Arriva will strike from Oct. 4 in London, Unite said on Wednesday, while
600 Kent-based staff employed by the same company will walk out on Sept. 30.
u The Taliban’s supreme leader issued an order on Tuesday
announcing a reshuffle of several national and provincial positions, including
replacing the acting education minister. Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid
released the list of changes, saying they were by order of the Taliban’s supreme
spiritual leader Haibatullah Akhundzada, who is based in Kandahar, the southern
province that is the movement’s birthplace. Acting education minister Noorullah
Munir would be replaced in the role by the head of Kandahar’s provincial council,
Maulvi Habibullah Agha. No reason was given for the
Taliban
replaces Afghan reshuffle. Afghanistan’s education system has been in
spotlight since the Taliban took over the country just
acting education the
over a year ago. The group had largely banned education
minister in
of girls when last in power two decades ago but had said
reshuffle
its policies had changed.
u

Iran minister
says he was
misquoted saying
authorities might
disrupt internet

COVID-1:9 Countries worst affected
Country

Total cases

Total
deaths

1

USA

97,594,686 1,079,206

2

India

44,547,599 528,403

618,245,132

3

France

34,973,419

Deaths

4

Brazil

34,644,407 685,569

5

Germany

32,797,308

6

S. Korea

24,502,968 27,950

Recovered:

7

UK

23,585,305

189,484

8

Italy

22,197,658

176,669

598,181,762

9

Japan

20,779,307

43,951

New cases

10

Russia

20,588,102

386,341

11

Turkey

16,852,382

101,068

+236,708

12

Spain

13,393,196

113,845

New deaths

13

Vietnam

11,465,691

43,146

14

Australia

10,162,809

14,787

+545

154,791

Global tally

Figures as of closing

Middle East
Country Total
cases

new
cases

Egypt

515,645

Saudi
Arabia

815,529

UAE

1,024,085 +366

Kuwait

Total
deaths

New
Total
Active
Deaths recovered cases

24,613

442,182

48,850

802,735

3,459

2,342

1,003,411

18,332

657,745

2,563

654,870

312

Oman

397,993

4,260

384,669

9,064

Qatar

443,303

682

436,504

6,117

+98

9,335

+2

TODAY
IN
HISTORY

1692

1792

Last people hanged for witchcraft
(8) in the US, 19 hanged overall,
with six other deaths during Salem
Witch Trials

Putin orders mobilisation for Ukraine,
says nuclear threat is ‘not a bluff’
Russia says 300,000
•people
to be called up
West says mobilisation,
•threats
show Russia

stand up to him.
“I don’t believe that he will use
these weapons. I don’t think the
world will allow him to use these
weapons,” Zelenskiy said in remarks reported by Germany’s Bild
newspaper.
“Tomorrow Putin can say:
‘Apart from Ukraine, we also want
a part of Poland, otherwise we
will use nuclear weapons.’ We
cannot make these compromises,”
Zelenskiy said.

is losing war

Reuters | Kyiv/New York

P

resident Vladimir Putin ordered a Russian mobilisation to fight in Ukraine yesterday and made a thinly veiled
threat to use nuclear weapons,
in what NATO called a “reckless”
act of desperation in the face of
Russia’s looming defeat.
Flights out of Russia quickly
sold out following the announcement of the country’s first military mobilisation since World
War Two, a dramatic reversal after months in which Moscow had
insisted its operation was “going
to plan”.
In a country that counts millions of former conscripts as reservists, Putin’s decree on “partial
mobilisation” did not spell out
who would be called up.
Defence Secretary Sergei
Shoigu said 300,000 people

would be mobilised out of a pool
of 25 million. The contracts of
professional soldiers would be
extended indefinitely.
In his televised address, Putin
effectively announced plans to
annex four Ukrainian regions,
saying Moscow would facilitate
referendums in Ukraine’s Luhansk, Donetsk, Zaporizhzhia
and Kherson regions on joining

Russia. A day earlier, Russian-installed officials in the four regions
announced plans for such votes
this week, which Western countries denounced as shams.
Putin said, with no evidence,
that officials in NATO states had
threatened to use nuclear weapons against Russia but that Russia
“also has various means of destruction”.

“When the territorial integrity
of our country is threatened, we
will certainly use all the means
at our disposal to protect Russia
and our people. It’s not a bluff,”
he said.
Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelenskiy said he thought Putin
would be unlikely to use nuclear weapons but that the threat
showed why it was important to

KNOW WHAT

Russian Defence Minister
Sergei Shoigu said on
Wednesday 5,937 Russian
soldiers had been killed
since the start of the
conflict. The United States
in July estimated Russia’s
death toll at about 15,000.

Nearly 1 million people face starvation in hunger hotspots - UN agencies
Reuters | London

N

early one million people in
Afghanistan, Ethiopia, South
Sudan, Somalia, and Yemen are
starving or will face starvation
this year in the absence of aid,
as the global food crisis worsens,
United Nations agencies warned
yesterday.
Local conflict and weather ex-

US President Abraham Lincoln issues preliminary

Emancipation Proclamation, threatening to free all
enslaved people in the rebel southern states if those
states fail to re-join the Union by January 1, 1863

tremes remain the primary driv- has pushed people to the brink of
ers of acute hunger, aggravated starvation. Acute food insecurity
this year by economic instability
is rising fast and spreadlinked to the ripple
ing across the world.
effects of the COVWithout a massively
ID-19 pandemic and
scaled up humanitarian
the Russia-Ukraine
response, the situation
war.
will likely worsen in
"The severe
the coming months,"
drought in the
said the head of the
Horn of Africa
UN Food and Agri-

culture Organisation (FAO).
Although global agricultural
commodity prices have come off
record highs in recent months,
local food prices in several countries remain high and risk heading
back up if a UN -brokered deal
to boost Russian and Ukrainian grain and fertiliser shipments
collapses.
According to the FAO's quar-

terly 'hunger hotspots' report,
co-authored by the U.N. World
Food Programme ( WFP ), high
prices for food, fuel and fertiliser
have forced advanced economies
to tighten monetary policy. This
has increased the cost of credit
for low-income countries, constraining their imports and forcing them to introduce austerity
measures.

Reuters |
Sofia

B

ulgaria inched closer yesterday to buying a second
batch of eight new F-16 aircraft
and related equipment from the
United States in a deal valued at
$1.30 billion, interim Defence
Minister Dimitar Stoyanov
said.
The European Union and
NATO member country, which
had ordered eight Lockheed
Martin (LMT.N) F-16 jets
in 2019, is seeking to replace its ageing Russian MiG-29 fighter

jets and improve its compliance
to NATO standards.
“Acquiring new aircraft is extremely important for the Bulgarian air force. We have old
Soviet aircraft, which we cannot
maintain because of the problems that occurred following the
conflict in Ukraine,” Stoyanov
told reporters.
The interim government has
approved the project to acquire
eight new F-16, Stoyanov said.
The deal needs to be approved
by the parliament, which will be

•

Sali Hafiz who held
up Beirut bank decries
‘country of mafias’

•

Hafiz on the run
after taking savings
for cancer treatment
Growing number
•of depositors
hold up
Lebanese banks

Reuters | Bekaa Valley, Lebanon

O

n the run from authorities
after forcing a bank to release
her family savings at gunpoint to
treat her cancer-stricken sister,
28-year-old Lebanese interior
designer Sali Hafiz insists she is
not the criminal.
“We are in the country of mafias. If you are not a wolf, the
wolves will eat you,” she told
Reuters, standing on a dirt track
somewhere in Lebanon’s rugged

When the state can’t do anything for you and can’t
even provide a tiny bit of hope over what lies in
store, then we’re living by the law of the jungle
28-YEAR-OLD LEBANESE INTERIOR DESIGNER SALI HAFIZ

eastern Bekaa valley where she
has since been in hiding.
Hafiz held up a Beirut branch
of BLOM Bank last week, taking by
force some $13,000 in savings in
her sister’s account frozen by capital controls that were imposed
overnight by commercial banks
in 2019 but never made legal via
legislation.
Dramatic footage of the incident, in which she cocks what later turned out to be a toy gun and
stands atop a desk bossing around
employees who hand her wads of
cash, turned her into an instant
folk hero in a country where hundreds of thousands of people are

locked out of their savings.
A growing number are taking
matters into their own hands,
exasperated by a three-year financial implosion that authorities
have left to fester - leading the
World Bank to describe it as “orchestrated by the country’s elite”.
Hafiz was the first of at least
seven savers who held up banks
last week, prompting banks to
shut their doors citing security
concerns, and call for security
support from the government.
George Haj of the bank employees syndicate said the holdups were misguiding anger that
should be directed at the Leb-

‘THEY ARE ALL IN CAHOOTS’
The series of raids have been
met with widespread support, including from crowds that gather
outside the banks when they hear
a holdup is taking place to cheer
them on.
“Maybe they saw me as a hero
because I was the first woman
who does this in a patriarchal

society where a woman’s voice is
not supposed to be heard,” Hafiz
said, adding she had not intended
to harm anyone but was tired of
government inaction.
“They are all in cahoots to steal
from us and leave us to go hungry
and die slowly,” she said.
When her sister began losing
hope she would be able to afford
costly treatment to help regain
mobility and speech impaired
by brain cancer, and the bank
declined to provide the savings,
Hafiz said she decided to act.
BLOM Bank said in a statement
that the branch had been cooperative with her request for funds
but asked for documentation as
they do for all customers requesting humanitarian exceptions to
the informal controls.
Hafiz then returned two days
later with a toy gun she had seen
her nephews playing with, and
a small amount of fuel that she
mixed with water and spilled on
to an employee.
Before her raid, she watched
popular Egyptian black comedy

convened after the Oct. 2 general elections. The U.S. in April
approved the potential sale.
“The new package includes
capabilities for strikes air to
surface and air to air, meaning
we will have one fully-fledged
squadron of 16 aircraft,” Stoyanov said.
The Black Sea country is currently holding talks with Poland
for the purchase of eight engines
to keep its MiG fleet operational
until the end of 2023, Stoyanov
said.

Iran death toll rises as protests intensify
Member of
security forces
among those killed
has swept
•IranUnrest
since young woman
died in custody

•

Social media video
shows fresh protest at
Tehran University
Reuters | Dubai

I

ranian authorities said yesterday three people including a
member of the security forces
had been killed during unrest
sweeping the country, as anger
at the death of a woman in police custody fuelled protests for
a fifth day.
Rights groups reported at
least one more person was killed
on Tuesday, which would take
the death toll to least seven.
The death last week of
22-year-old Mahsa Amini, who
was arrested by morality police in Tehran for “unsuitable
attire”, unleashed simmering

A police motorcycle burns during a protest over the death of Mahsa Amini
anger over issues including free- Iran-Iraq war.
doms in the Islamic Republic
A top Khamenei aide paid
and an economy reeling from condolences to Amini’s family
sanctions.
this week, promising to follow
After beginning on Satur- up on the case and saying the
day at Amini’s funeral in Iran’s Supreme Leader was affected
Kurdistan province, protests and pained by her death.
have engulfed much of the
The official IRNA news agency
country, prompting confron- said a “police assistant” died
tations as security forces have from injuries on Tuesday in the
sought to suppress them.
southern city of Shiraz.
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
“Some people clashed with
Khamenei did not mention the police officers and as a result
protests - some of Iran’s worst one of the police assistants was
unrest since street clashes last killed. In this incident, four othyear over water shortages - er police officers were injured,”
during a speech on Wednesday IRNA said. An official quoted
commemorating the 1980-88 by IRNA said 15 protesters were

Lebanese woman who stole own savings on the run
anese state, which was most to
blame for the crisis, and noted
some 6,000 bank employees had
lost their jobs since it began.
Authorities have condemned
the holdups and say they are preparing a security plan for banks.
But depositors argue that bank
owners and shareholders have
enriched themselves by getting
high interest payments for lending the government depositors’
money and are prioritising the
banks over people rather than
enacting an IMF rescue plan.
The government says it is working hard to implement IMF reforms and aims to secure a $3
billion bailout this year.

Iraq invades Iran in an
attempt to control the
Shatt al-Arab waterway

Bulgaria inches closer to buying
more F-16s to replace Russian jets

•
A destroyed Russian tank is seen, as Russia’s attack on Ukraine continues, in the town of Izium, recently liberated by Ukrainian
Armed Forces, in Kharkiv region, Ukraine

1980

1862

French First Republic formed by
the National Convention, stripping
the French king of his powers

Russia mobilises more troops for Ukraine; first such mobilisation since World War Two

6,533,774

149,169

IN THE END, IT’S NOT THE YEARS IN
YOUR LIFE THAT COUNT. IT’S THE
LIFE IN YOUR YEARS
ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Irhab w Kabab - or “Terrorist and
Kabab” - in which a man frustrated with government corruption
holds up a state building and demands kebabs for the hostages
due to the high price of meat.
She managed to get $13,000 of
a total $20,000 - enough to cover
travel expenses for her sister and
about a month of treatment - and
made sure to sign a receipt so that
she would not be accused of theft.
To aid her escape, Hafiz posted
on Facebook that she was already
at the airport and on her way
to Istanbul. She ran home and
disguised herself in a robe and
headscarf and placed a bundle
of clothes on her belly to make
herself appear pregnant.
A police officer who knocked
on her door “must have been
scared I would give birth in front
of him. I went downstairs in front
of them all, like 60 or 70 people...
they were wishing me luck with
the birth. It was... like the movies,” she said, after they failed to
recognise her.

‘LAW OF THE JUNGLE’
Two of Hafiz’s close friends
with her at the bank hold up were
detained after the incident over
charges of threatening bank employees and holding them against
their will, and ordered released
on bail on Wednesday.
Lebanon’s Internal Security
Forces did not respond to a request for comment on the case.
Hafiz said she would hand herself in once judges end a crippling
strike that has slowed legal procedures and left detainees languishing in jail.
Abdallah Al-Saii, an acquaintance of Hafiz who held up a
bank in January to get some
$50,000 of his own savings, said more hold-ups
were coming.
“Things will have
to get worse so
that they can get
better,” Saii said,
taking drags
from a cigarette
at his convenience
store in the Bekaa.

Sali
Hafiz

arrested in Shiraz.
In Kermanshah,
the city prosecutor said two
people had
been killed
on Tuesday in
riots. “We are
certain this was
done by anti-revolutionary
elements
because
the victims were
killed by
weapo n s
n o t
used
b y
t h e
s e curity
apparatus,” the
semi-official Fars
n e w s
agency cited prosecutor Shahram Karami
as saying.

TOP
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TWEETS

01

C

limate change
seems to have been
dropped as a priority by
many decision makers
around the world.This
week at # UNGA , I am
calling for global #ClimateAction to reverse
this trend. We don’t have
much time to turn things
around.
@antonioguterres

02

P

roductive meeting
with Lebanese Caretaker Prime Minister @
Najib_Mikati at #UNGA.
We discussed the need
for a timely presidential
election and the urgency
to implement reforms
to support the people of
Lebanon. The U.S. will
continue to work with
Lebanon for peace and
prosperity.
@SecBlinken

03

G

lad to have received
a copy of the Braille
version of ‘Hemkosh’,
which was among the
earliest Assamese dictionaries dating back
to the 19th century. I
compliment Mr. Jayanta
Baruah and his team for
his efforts leading to the
publication of the Braille
version.
...................

04

S

tarting now: @ UNOCHA has convened
governments, NGOs, and
humanitarians to mobilize additional support
for the more than 20
million people across
the Horn of Africa
who need emergency
food assistance.
@PowerUSAID
Disclaimer: (Views expressed
by columnists are personal
and need not necessarily
reflect our editorial stances)
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Gulf bankers lift rates as
Fed makes 3rd 75bps hike
Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com

PHP FOR CLEANING & PEST CLOSED has a vacancy for the
CONTROL CO W.L.L has a occupation of CLEANER, suitably
vacancy for the occupation of qualified applicants can contact 17551111
WORKER,
suitably
qualified or VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
applicants can contact 65004829 BAHRAIN ASPHALT ESTABLISHMENT
or
PRIMEHOMEPROJECTS.BH@ B.S.C CLOSED has a vacancy for
GMAIL.COM
the occupation of WORKER, suitably
GUJRANWALA
CONTRACTING qualified applicants can contact 17551111
CO. W.L.L has a vacancy for the or VIJESH.NAIR@HAJIHASSAN.COM
occupation of WORKER, suitably A J M KOOHEJI GROUP BSC CLOSED
lifts target
qualifiedFed
applicants
can contact has a vacancy for the occupation of
33907097
or SAAMIIR@LIVE.COM
OFFICE HELPER, suitably qualified
interest
rate
to
INFORAD TECHNOLOGIES W.L.L applicants can contact 17403304 or
range
has3.00%-3.25%
a vacancy for the
occupation lmra@AJMKOOHEJI.COM
of
ADVISOR
(INFORMATION BAHRAIN WORKSHOP CO. has
TECHNOLOGY), suitably qualified a vacancy for the occupation of
TDT | Manama
applicants
can contact 39693569 or SUPERVISOR,FOREMAN(TURNING
Central Bank of
Bahrain qualified
waleed.alsaif@inforadtech.com
WORKSHOP),
suitably
MAQSOOD
SERVICES
W.L.L applicants can contact 17700798 or
banks in
has a vacancyostforCentral
the occupation
Khalifa@bwceng.com
of WORKER,thesuitably
qualifiedtheir
S Hotel has a vacancy for the occupation
Gulf hiked
applicants can key
contact
36341794
or yesof RECEPTIONIST & TRAVEL AGENCY
interest
rates
MJAWAD5422@GMAIL.COM
CLERK, suitably qualified applicants
terday in tandem with the third
P S A 650 SERVICES W.L.L has can contact 17785704 or RADHI.
consecutive
75-basis-point
hike
a vacancy for the occupation ALMISHAL@GMAIL.COM
by the US
Federal
of announced
WORKER, suitably
qualified
YOUSIF KHALIL ALMOAYYED & SONS
Reserve,
their 33119365
currencies
applicants
canascontact
or are
B.S.C has a vacancy for the occupation
AQIBREHMANI786@GMAIL.COM
of SUPERVISOR, suitably qualified
pegged to the dollar.
Suitngs
Corner
has a vacancy
the applicants can contact 17211211 or
The
Central
Bank offorKuwait
Jerome Powell
occupation
of SALESMAN,
suitably
AQEEL@ALMOAYYED.COM.BH
is the only
one of the
six Gulf
qualified applicants can contact Union Press Company W.L.L has a
Cooperation
Council ( GCCvacancy
)
17253652
or esscee2002002@yahoo.com
for the occupation of WORKER,
countries that
ties its currency
CBB
HAKIMUDDIN
HEBATULLAH
& suitablyAccordingly,
qualified applicants
canraised
contact its
to a basket
than
rate oronMD@UNIONGROUP.CC
one-week deposit faPARTNERS
has rather
a vacancy
for just
the the
17738111
occupation
has a vacancy
for in
dollar. of WORKER, suitably MUDHISH
cilityTRADING
from 3.25%
to 4.00%
qualified
applicants the
cancentral
contact
the occupation
of SALESMAN,
Accordingly,
banks
Bahrain, which
has itssuitably
currency
17253958
or gulamabbas52@hotmail.com
39910399
qualified
applicants
canUS
contact
of Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia, the
pegged
to the
dollar.
ALHAJ HASSAN GROUP B.S.C or HAKEEMLMRA@YAHOO.COM
United Arab Emirates, and Qa-

India road ministry issues draft rules
for mandatory rear seat belt alarms

•

M

The Kuwait Central Bank towers

The Saudi Arabian Monetary
Authority’s headquarters in Riyadh
In a similar announcement,
the Central Bank of the United
Arab Emirates increased its base
rate by three quarters of a percentage point to 3.15%, effective
today.
The bank said it would
maintain the rate on borrowing short-term liquidity from
the CBUAE through all standing credit facilities at 50 basis
points above the base rate.

The top bank also raised its
overnight deposit rate from
3.00% to 3.75%, the four-week
deposit rate from 4.00% to
4.75% and lending rates from
4.50% to 5.25%.
Announcing the hikes, CBB
said it continues to monitor
global and local market devel- Qatar
opments closely in order to take
Qatari central bank also anany further necessary actions to nounced raising its interest
maintain monetary and finan- rates by 75 basis points, effeccial stability in the Kingdom.
tive today.
The central bank increased its
Saudi Arabia
lending rate to 4.5%, the deposit
Soon after, the Saudi Central rate to 3.75% and the repo rate
Bank said it increased its key to 4.0%, the central bank said in
interest rates by 75 basis points. a statement.
The Saudi Central Bank, also
Bahrain
known
as SAMA
, lifted its repo Kuwait
Qatar’s Emir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamed al-Thani
meets
with Egypt’s
and
reverse
repo
rates by 75 bps
The
Central
Bank
of
Bahrain
The Central Bank of Kuwait
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi in Doha, Qatar
said
it has
decided to raise its to 3.75% and 3.25%, respectively, said it will increase its discount
Reuters
| Cairo
it said in a statement.
key policy interest rates, moving Doha.
rate by 25 basis points to 3%
in parallel
withQatar
the USsigned
today.
Federal Sisi’s trip to Qatar is his first
gypt and
The UAE
Reserve.
Cairo and Doha restored
three memoranda of un- since
derstanding, including one relations last year following a
between the two nations’ regional diplomatic rift. Qatar
sovereign wealth funds, the and Egypt have moved quickrelations since,
Egyptian presidencyCsaid
L A SonS I ly
F ItoE Drebuild
S
Wednesday during a two-day striking deals worth up to $5
trip by Abdel Fattah al-Sisi to billion

tar raised their main rates by
75 bps to 4%, 3.75%, 3.15% and
4.5%, respectively. Kuwait will
increase its discount rate by 25
basis points to 3%.
The top US bank had raised
its target interest rate by
three-quarters of a percentage
point to a range of 3.00%-3.25%
yesterday, signalling more large
increases.
The new projections also
show the policy rate rising to
4.40% by the end of this year
before topping out at 4.60% in
2023 to battle continued strong
inflation.

Egypt, Qatar sign agreements to
boost cooperation during state visit

E

CHANGE OF NAME

I, NURANI PADMANABHAN DAKSHINAMOORTHY F/O. SHREENIDHI,
C L ANO.R8312737
S S I F I E Dissued
S at BAHRAIN on 09holder of Indian PASSPORT
10-2017 permanent resident of (24/377, PANCHAGRAMAM, NURANI
VILLAGE, PALAKKAD, KERALA-678 004) India and presently residing
at ( FLAT 23, BUILDING133, ROAD 2004, BLOCK 320, ALHOORA)
Kingdom
of Bahrain
herebyfamily
changes
child’sto
name
REPUTED
BAHRAINI
is my
looking
hireas,
a SHREENIDHI
NANNY, with
NURANI
,
experienceDAKSHINAMOORTHY(SHREENIDHI.N.D)
in Pedicure /Manicure, at an attractive salary package.
Visa and
Objection(s),
if any,
be forwarded
to EMBASSY
of India,
P.O. their
Box
accommodation
willmay
be provided.
Interested
candidates
may send
26106,
AlCV’s
Seef,on
KINGDOM
OF BAHRAIN “
updated
recruiterjobs.bh@gmail.com

Candidateshould
shouldhave
haveCar
Carand
andMotorbike
Motorbikedriving
drivinglicense.
license.Please
Pleasesend
sendyour
your
Candidate
CVto:
to: hr@updatewll.com
hr@updatewll.comor
orWhatsApp
WhatsApp 33645011
33645011
CV



  

We are on the lookout for firebrand media professionals to join
our office in Bahrain
Vacancies open for :
Qualified and Competent Reporters
Press Photographers
Media Sales Executive
Circulation Manager
Accountant
The candidates should have excellent communication skills and
experience in similar industry, with a valid bahrain driving license.
Proficiency in Arabic language would be an added advantage.
Candidate may apply immediately to hr@updatewll.com

We are focused: Powell

Earlier, announcing the rate
hikes, the US Central said, "The
committee is strongly committed to returning inflation to its
2% objective."
Later, in prepared remarks,
Fed Chair Jerome Powell reiterated that “we are focused on...
getting inflation back down to
2%. We can’t fail to do that. I
mean, if we were to fail to do
that, that would be the thing
that would be most painful for
the people that we serve. So, for
now, that has to be our overarching focus.”
The US federal funds rate projected for the end of this year
signals another 1.25 percentage
points in rate hikes to come in
the Fed's two remaining policy
meetings in 2022, a level that
implies another 75-basis-point
increase in the offing.
The Fed’s latest interest rate
hike comes as inflation continues to surprise to the upside,
and the Fed continues to see
inflation elevated this year. Officials see inflation rising 5.4%
this year, and excluding volatile
food and energy prices, up 4.5%.
However, officials expect inflation next year to come down
to 2.8% to 3.1% on a core basis.
It’s not until 2024 that officials
expect inflation gets back down
closer to 2%, the Fed's target.
Officials projected 2.3% in 2024,
followed by 2% in 2025.

A ‘Nano’ car belonging to one of its first owners,S.K. Thirani, drives through a
road after being driven out of a showroom in Mumbai July 17, 2009.
Reuters | Bengaluru

I

ndia’s road transport ministry has issued draft rules
to make it mandatory for car
makers to install alarm system
for rear seat belts.
The last date for public comments on draft rules is Oct. 5,
according to the notification.
India has been considering
enforcing the use of rear seat-

belts after Cyrus Mistry, the
former chairman of Indian
conglomerate Tata Sons, died
in a car crash recently.
He was sitting in the rear
seat and did not have his seat
belt on, local media reported,
citing police officials.
In India, one person dies
every four minutes in road accidents, the World Bank said
last year.

Hurricane Fiona damage
A boat lies washed up on shore after the passing of Hurricane Fiona in Ponce,
Puerto Ric

It’s a recipe for danger
Don’t cook chicken in NyQuil, FDA warns after TikTok challenge

HIRING A NANNY

REQUIRED DELIVERY
DELIVERY BOY
BOY
REQUIRED

UAE Central Bank in Abu Dhabi

Reuters

C

ooking chicken in cough
medicine NyQuil is not only
silly and unappetizing but can
also be very unsafe, the US Food
and Drug Administration said,
following the “sleepy chicken”
TikTok challenge.

A number of videos challenged people to cook
chicken in NyQuil, which
contains acetaminophen,
dextromethorphan and
doxylamine, or another
similar over-the-counter
cough and cold medication, according to the
FDA.
Boiling medicine can make
it much more concentrated
and change its properties in
other ways, the FDA said in a
notice dated Sept. 15. (https://
bit.ly/3Lw5 VJu) “Even if you
don’t eat the chicken, inhaling
the medication’s vapors while
cooking could cause high levels
of the drugs to enter your body.
It could also hurt your lungs.”

images captured from a video showing cooking chicken in NyQuil, which FDA warns as “very unsafe”
This is not the first time the

In September 2020, a simi- rooms or dying after participat-

FDA has warned against so- lar warning was issued by the ing in the “Benadryl Challenge”
cial media challenges that use FDA after reports of teenagers on the short-video app. (https://

non-prescription medicine.

getting admitted to emergency reut.rs/3SjHocJ)
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Classifieds

VACANCIES
VACANCIES
AVAILABLE
AVAILABLE
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING
CONTRACTING &&TRADING
BOKHOWA
TRADING
CO W.L.LW.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
GROUP
has a for
vacancy
for the
of LABOURER
, suitably qualified
occupation
of WORKER,
suitablyapplicants
qualified
can contact 17874941
or BISCONWLL@
applicants
can contact
17255980 or
YAHOO.COM
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
BISMILLAH CONTRACTING
CONTRACTING &&TRADING
BOKHOWA
TRADING
CO W.L.LW.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
GROUP
has a for
vacancy
for the
of FOREMAN
, suitably qualified
occupation
of WORKER,
suitablyapplicants
qualified
can contact 17874941
or BISCONWLL@
applicants
can contact
17255980 or
YAHOO.COM
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
MOHD
ALI
YOUSIFCONTRACTING
ALMEZAL
ALMATALA
CONSTRUCTION&SER
has thea
ESTABLISHMENT
has a B.S.C.C
vacancy for
vacancy for of
theWORKER,
occupation suitably
of CARPENTER
occupation
qualified
, suitably qualified
applicants39458212
can contact
applicants
can contact
or
17730437 or OFFICE@ALMEZEAL.COM
ABDULAZIZJABER4455@HOTMAIL.COM
ALADLIYA CONTRACTING
CONTRACTING
AL-NAMAL
& TRADING
ESTABLISHMENT
has aforvacancy
for the
CO.
W.L.L has a vacancy
the occupation
occupation
of WORKER
, suitablyapplicants
qualified
of
LABOURER,
suitably qualified
applicants
contact or39602882
or
can
contactcan17251444
NAMALCO@
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
BATELCO.COM.BH
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
has a vacancy
the occupation
MASON
(W.L.L)
has a for
vacancy
for the of
occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
of
LABOURER,
suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
17727925
yousif@aanass.net
can
contactor39470985
or yousif@aanass.
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
net
(W.L.L) hasCONTRACTING
a vacancy for the occupation
of
NASS
COMPANY
LABOURER
applicants
(W.L.L)
has a, suitably
vacancy qualified
for the occupation
can
contact 17727925
or applicants
yousif@
of
LABOURER,
suitably qualified
aanass.net
can
contact 39470985 or yousif@aanass.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING COMPANY
net
W.L.L ARAB
CLEANTEC
has a vacancy
for the
PAN
MARKETING
& AGENT
occupation ofW.L.L
WORKER
suitably qualified
COMPANY
has a, vacancy
for the
applicants ofcanWORKER,
contact suitably
36636640
or
occupation
qualified
HANANKHALAF84@GMAIL.COM
applicants
can contact 17514166 or info@
TYLOS PUBLISHING & PRESS has a
panarabco.net
for the occupation
Hvacancy
B C CONTRACTING
W.L.L of
has aWORKER
vacancy
, suitably
qualified applicants
can suitably
contact
for
the occupation
of WORKER,
17405333applicants
or tylosprinting@gmail.com
qualified
can contact 34569303
Castillo
Trading & Construction has a
or
NEWPLAN.BH@GMAIL.COM
vacancy forGENTS
the occupation
WORKER
HALAL62
BARBERofSALON
has
applicants ofcanBARBER,
contact
a, suitably
vacancy qualified
for the occupation
17717474qualified
or CASTELECT@GMAIL.COM
suitably
applicants can contact
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
39883836
or HALAL5@HOTMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
hasSALON
a vacancy
ZUBAIDA
PALACEW.L.L.
LADIES
has a
for the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
vacancy
for the occupation
of BEAUTICIAN,
qualified qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contact
suitably
can17400407
contact
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
36604099
or
RED_FLOWER848@
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
HOTMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
has a vacancy
SOUTH
GATE W.L.L.
CONSTRUCTION
AND
for the occupation
of CLEANER
, suitably
CLEANING
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants
canqualified
contact applicants
17400407
of
WORKER,
suitably
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
can
contact 77061717 or YKHALFAN@
ALMOAYYED
CLEANING
&
GMAIL.COM
MAINTENANCE
W.L.L.WATER
has aFACTORY
vacancy
ALMANHAL
BAHRAIN
for the has
occupation
of for
CLEANER
, suitably
W.L.L.
a vacancy
the occupation
of
qualified applicants
can contact
17400407
WORKER,
suitably qualified
applicants
can
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
contact
17404435 or khalid.bitar@bh.nestleMexico cleaning and maintenance
waters.com
services hasFASHIONS
a vacancy for
ALATLAL
hastheaoccupation
vacancy
of CLEANER
, suitably
qualified applicants
for
the occupation
of WORKER,
suitably
can contact
17550720canor contact
mexicocleaning@
qualified
applicants
39460276
gmail.com
or
ARAZZAQALI@YAHOO.COM
DREAM
DEVELOPMENT
CO.
THE
RITZPROPERTY
- CARLTON
BAHRAIN HOTEL
W.L.La has
a vacancy
occupation of
has
vacancy
for forthetheoccupation
MAINTENANCE
CLERK
, suitablyapplicants
qualified
SERVER,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can 17580000
contact 17700211
or HRD@
can
contact
or rc.bahrz.hr@
DREAMGROUP.BH
ritzcarlton.com
DREAM PROPERTY
DEVELOPMENT
ORGINAL
VISION has
a vacancy for CO.
the
W.L.L has aofvacancy
for the
occupation
of
occupation
WORKER,
suitably
qualified
MAINTENANCE
qualified
applicants
can CLERK
contact, suitably
17001056
or
applicants can contact 17700211 or HRD@
AYOOBIFM@YAHOO.COM
DREAMGROUP.BH
G4S
SECURE SOLUTIONS BAHRAIN
PROTECTS
has a
W.L.L
has aSECURITY
vacancy forSERVICES
the occupation
vacancy
for the occupation
of SECURITY
of
SECURITY
MAN, suitably
qualified
GUARD , suitably
qualified 17714409
applicants can
applicants
can contact
or
contact 17700211 or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
SUMAIRA.YASMIN@BH.G4S.COM
PROTECTSpalace
SECURITY
SERVICES
has a
Splash
pool
contracting
vacancy
for the occupation
SECURITY
has
a vacancy
for the of
occupation
of
GUARD , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
SUPERVISOR,
suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
17700211
or hrd@dreamgroup.bh
can
contact
36111060
or ALHARAM62@
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS CONTRACTING W.L.L
GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
for thehas
occupation
of STEEL
ALGHALIA
W.L.L.
a vacancy
for the
CHIPPER , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
occupation
of CHEF,
suitably
qualified
contact 17630580
or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
applicants
can contact
17710271 or hrvp@
GMAIL.COM
alghalia.com
ABRAJ ALKHAMIS
HAMAD
LAUNDRYCONTRACTING
has a vacancyW.L.L
for
has aoccupation
vacancy foroftheSUPERVISOR,
occupation of MASON
the
suitably
, suitablyapplicants
qualified can
applicants
can contact
qualified
contact 34349392
or
17630580 or ABRAJKHAMIS786@
AMEERAMOHDKAMAL@HOTMAIL.COM
GMAIL.COM
Shalimar
cafateria has a vacancy for
Jascooccupation
CONTRUCTION
has a vacancy
the
of SALESMAN,
suitably
for the occupation
, suitably
qualified
applicants ofcanCASHIER
contact 39602040
qualified
applicants can contact 17290028
or
ALSAMMAK999@HOTMAIL.COM
or ALAMEEDMOTORS@GMAIL.COM
ALSALWA
WATER FACTORY has a
Professional
Wayoccupation
Contracting
has
vacancy
for the
of W.L.L.
WORKER,
a vacancyqualified
for the applicants
occupationcan
of contact
STEEL
suitably
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualified applicants
17593699
or HR@ALZAEEMBH.COM
can contact
17822161 W.L.L
or INFO@
GULF
CITY CLEANING
has a
PWCBH.COM
vacancy
for the occupation of HEAVY
Professional
Way qualified
Contracting
W.L.L. can
has
DRIVER,
suitably
applicants
a vacancy
for the occupation
of LABOURER
contact
39470985
or yousif@aanass.net
, suitablyHairdrssing
qualified applicants
contact
Nadwah
Salon hascan
a vacancy
17822161
or INFO@PWCBH.COM
for
the occupation
of BARBER, suitably
OTSEN SERVICES
COMPANY
has
qualified
applicants can
contact W.L.L
17874430
a vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER
or
alethad56066@gmail.com
, suitablyEXPERTS
qualified CONTRACTING
applicants can contact
NESTO
has a
17227206forortheWESTERNBAHRAIN2021@
vacancy
occupation of WORKER,
GMAIL.COM
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
PLAY RESTAURANT
AND LOUNGE
17227206
or HANEEF.M@WESTERNINT.COM
W.L.L has a BAHRAIN
vacancy for the
GOLTENS
CO.occupation
W.L.L
of a MANAGER
suitably
qualified
has
vacancy for, the
occupation
of
applicants can contact ENGINE
16666661 or
ajit@
MECHANIC(SHIPS
ROOM),
sevensholding.com
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
New LineorRetail
Enterprises W.L.L has a
39409189
JEYANTHAN@GOLTENS.COM
Synergic facility services has a vacancy

forvacancy
the occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably
for the occupation
of LABOURER
qualified
applicants
contact 66637663
or
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
HESSAHESSAHESSA@YAHOO.COM
17722211 or INDECO@BATELCO.
SOLO
WASH has a vacancy for the
COM.BH
occupation
of WORKER,
suitably
qualified
THREE COLOURS
BUILDING
MATERIALS
applicants
can a vacancy
contact for36001639
or
CO W.L.L has
the occupation
SAYED3LI98@GMAIL.COM
of SALESMAN , suitably qualified applicants
MIRACLE
CO.MJ.GROUP.BH@
W.L.L has a
can contactGRAPHICS
38076373 or
vacancy
for the occupation of PRINTER,
GMAIL.COM
suitably
can CENTER
contact
SHIFA qualified
BUDAIYAapplicants
MEDICAL
39637999
W.L.L hasor ahussain@miracle.com.bh
vacancy for the occupation of
MAHMOOD
AKBAR
ALIREZA
WORKER , suitably
qualified applicants
can
CONTRACTING
COorWABUTTY.KILIYANNI@
L L has a vacancy
contact 39425758
forGMAIL.COM
the occupation of CARPENTER, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
or
Grill LAND
Restaurant
W.L.L 17458080
has a vacancy
INFO@MAARGCMS.COM
for the occupation of WAITER , suitably
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
REPAIR77907777
YARD
qualified
applicants can& contact
CO.
has a vacancy for the occupation
or )ASRY
TINA@JASGROUP.CO
ofGrill
WELDER,
suitably qualified
LAND Restaurant
W.L.L hasapplicants
a vacancy
can
37787773ofor duaijmalkhalifa@
for contact
the occupation
KITCHEN AIDE ,
ASRY.NET
suitably qualified applicants can contact
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
& REPAIR YARD
77907777
or TINA@JASGROUP.CO
CO.
)ASRY has
a vacancy for theW.L.L
occupation
ZAFEER
CONSTRUCTION
has a
ofvacancy
OPERATOR
(FORKLIFT),
suitably
for the occupation
of TECHNICIAN
qualified
applicants
contact 37787773
or
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
39339937 or ZAFEER2030@YAHOO.COM
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
& REPAIR YARD
HASSAN
JASIM CONSTRUCTION
CO.
CO.
)ASRY
a vacancy
occupationof
W.L.L
hashas
a vacancy
forforthetheoccupation
ofMASON
STEEL ,FABRICATOR,
suitably
qualified
suitably qualified
applicants
can
applicants
can contact
37787773 or
contact 39973731
or HASSAN39973731@
duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
GMAIL.COM
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
& has
REPAIR
YARDfor
Muralika
Creations WLL
a vacancy
CO.
has a vacancy
for the occupation
the)ASRY
occupation
of GENERAL
MANAGER
of, MACHINIST,
suitably
qualified can
applicants
suitably qualified
applicants
contact
can
contact 37787773
or duaijmalkhalifa@
33190465
or rohitmuraleedharan966@
ASRY.NET
gmail.com
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
& REPAIR
YARDfor
AL Tendeal
Men Tailoring
has a vacancy
CO.
has aofvacancy
the occupation
the)ASRY
occupation
TAILORfor
(GENTS)
, suitably
ofqualified
STEEL applicants
FABRICATOR,
suitably
qualifiedor
can contact
39023395
applicants
can contact 37787773 or
KHALIL8311@HOTMAIL.COM
duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
ZAYAN CONTRACTING AND REAL
Sayed
Kadhem
aldurazi
sonsa vacancy
B.S.c.
ESTATE
COMPANY
W.L.L& has
close
hasoccupation
a vacancy offor the
occupation of
for the
WORKER(SALES)
HEAVY
DRIVER,
suitably
qualifiedcan
applicants
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
can
contact 39334023
or sayedshubbar@
17470964
or AQEELSHAHZAD79@
skaldurazi.com
GMAIL.COM
Sayed
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
TAMIMIKadhem
MARKETS
BAHRAIN
COMPANY
close
W.L.Lhas
hasa avacancy
vacancyforforthetheoccupation
occupationofof
HEAVY
DRIVER, suitably
qualified applicants
ADMINISTRATIVE
MANAGER
, suitably
can
contact
39334023
sayedshubbar@
qualified
applicants
canorcontact
35127876 or
skaldurazi.com
DANAT AWAL W.L.L has a vacancy for
Sayed
Kadhem aldurazi
& sons, B.S.c.
the occupation
of WORKER
suitably
close
has applicants
a vacancycanforcontact
the occupation
qualified
17300257
ofor LIGHT
VEHICLE DRIVER, suitably
HUSSAIN@GPA-BH.COM
qualified
applicants
can contact
ALNAJAH
PRINTING
PRESS39334023
W.L.L hasor a
sayedshubbar@skaldurazi.com
vacancy for the occupation of TECHNICIAN
BAHRAIN
& MAINTENANCE
, suitably SERVICES
qualified applicants
can contact
COMPANY
(CLOSED) has a vacancy
39149240 B.S.C.
or AJ@VMSWORLD.COM
forNANO
the occupation
of WORKER,
CONTRACTING
W.L.L suitably
has a
qualified
can contact of39468574
or
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
WORKER
aqeel@basma.com.bh
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
17227206
or GEEPASBAHRAIN@
(W.L.L)
has a vacancy for the occupation
GMAIL.COM
ofZmart
LABOURER,
qualified
applicants
Buildcosuitably
WLL has
a vacancy
for the
can
contact 39470985
or yousif@aanass.net
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
(W.L.L)or
applicants
can contact
39676747
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
LAKME.BH@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER,
suitably qualified
applicants
IHOB MOBESORIES
CO. WLL.
has a
can
contactfor39470985
or yousif@aanass.net
vacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
, suitably
qualified applicants
can(W.L.L)
contact
has
a vacancy
for the occupation of
17663539
or RASAK@TECHORBIT.NET
LABOURER,
suitablyW.L.L
qualified
AJWAAD MART
has applicants
a vacancy
can
39470985ofor yousif@aanass.net
forcontact
the occupation
WORKER , suitably
NASS
CONTRACTING
qualified applicants
can contactCOMPANY
33343610
(W.L.L)
has a vacancy for the occupation
or APAJMAL786@GMAIL.COM
ofNEW
LABOURER,
qualified
applicants
IKRAM suitably
TRADING
CO W.L.L
has a
can
contactfor39470985
or yousif@aanass.net
vacancy
the occupation
of SALESMAN
DADABHAI
TRAVELapplicants
has a vacancy
for
, suitably qualified
can contact
the66643747
occupation of
SPECIALIST
or TOURISM
LAYALIBAHRAIN@
(TRAVEL
AGENCIES), suitably qualified
GMAIL.COM
applicants
contact 17103001
or
Al baasit canContracting
and Cleaning
Hameed912@hotmail.com
Services has a vacancy for the occupation
GULF
CITY
CLEANING
W.L.L has
a
of
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
vacancy
for the
LABOURER,or
applicants
canoccupation
contact of33319714
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
MUHAMMADKHUN55066@GMAIL.COM
39470985
or yousif@aanass.net
Seven Energy
W.L.L has a vacancy for
MOON
STAR CLEANING
the occupation
of CHEFCONSTRUCTION
, suitably qualified
CO.
W.L.L has
vacancy17500791
for the occupation
applicants
cana contact
or hr@
ofseven-energy.com
CLEANER, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact
or aMOONSTARC.
Bakhsh
Auto16199376
Garage has
vacancy for the
BH@GMAIL.COM
occupation of MECHANIC , suitably qualified
POWER
DEVELOPMENT
applicantsTECH
can contact
39469263 or W.L.L
FAME_
has
a vacancy for the occupation of
CONSTRUCTION@HOTMAIL.COM
MECHANICAL
FITTER,
qualified
Bru artisan coffee
has suitably
a vacancy
for the
applicants
gm@
occupationcan
of contact
COFFEE34010755
SERVERor, suitably
powertechdevelopment.com
qualified applicants can contact 39455040 or
ROYAL
SARAY RESORT W.L.L has a
ALMUSALLAM.A@GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the
occupation
ALSABAH
TRAVEL
has ofa CARPENTER,
vacancy for the
suitably
qualified
applicantsCLERK
can ,contact
occupation
of TICKETING
suitably
77707070
adam.mohamed@fairmont.com
qualifiedorapplicants
can contact 17229040 or
ALARABIANAGENCY1@YAHOO.COM
FOUZAN TRADING AND GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION
CO. -BRANCH OF
ICE
AIR
AIRCONDTION
ERS
FOREIG
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
SPAREPARTS
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for ofthe
ELECTRICIAN,
qualified applicants
occupation of suitably
SALES EXCUTIVE
, suitably
can
contactapplicants
32322748
Bahrain.project@
qualified
canorcontact
39606123 or
alfouzan.com
ICEAIRPARTS@GMAIL.COM
RIZWAN
AND BAKHSH
GENERAL
BAB ALMORAD
FRUITS
has a TRADE
vacancy
BAHRAINI
PARTNERSHIP
COMPANY
has
for the occupation
of WORKER
, suitably
a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
of WORKER,
can contact
39988690
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or UOBAHRAIN@HOTMAIL.COM
34424340
or RIZWAN99991@GMAIL.COM
DIET SPOON
FOR HEALTHY FOOD
ALAA
FACTORYof
has INDUSTRIAL
a vacancy EQUPMENT
for the occupation
CO.
W.L.L has a vacancy
the occupation
COOK(GENERAL)
, for
suitably
qualified
ofapplicants
BRANCH MANAGER,
qualifiedor
can contactsuitably
33961480
applicants
can contact 17772900 or YIR@
dietspoon@outlook.com
AFI.COM.SA
AL BASEERA GENERAL TRADING
Intelligent
Friends Constructions
Co
AND CONSTRUCTIONS
COMPANY
W.L.L
for for
the the
occupation
of
W.L.Lhashasa vacancy
a vacancy
occupation

WORKER,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
contact
36192250
or afaqahmedkhan645@
37383999
or INFO@
can contact
gmail.com
ALBASEERAGROUP.COM
Alameri
international
company
AL RFAAH
HOME FOR Trading
FIXING FURNITURE
W.L.L
hashas
a vacancy
forforthetheoccupation
CO WLL
a vacancy
occupationofof
PURCHASING
AGENT,
suitably
qualified
WORKER , suitably
qualified
applicants
can
applicants
contact 33522335
or alameri.
contact can
33668682
or FALAH27@
projects@gmail.com
OUTLOOK.COM
FRY
AWAYS
BROASTED
Geolog
Surface
Logging W.L.L
DMCC has
has aa
vacancy
the occupation
occupationofofTECHNICIAN
WORKER,
vacancy for
for the
suitably
, suitablyqualified
qualifiedapplicants
applicantscan
can contact
contact
35690426
17568173or MDS147956@GMAIL.COM
ARIZONA
GARDENS
W.L.Land
has apromotion
vacancy
Lite world
marketing
forW.L.L
the occupation
of GARDENER,
suitably
has a vacancy
for the occupation
qualified
applicants can contact
33203666
or
of WORKER(SALES)
, suitably
qualified
ARIZONA.GARDENS.BH@GMAIL.COM
applicants can contact 33984439
or
GULF
KARAK BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP
MANGA29051987@GMAIL.COM
COMPANY
a vacancySHOP
for the occupation
SAMRIYAHhasCOFFEE
- Bahraini
ofPartnership
WORKER, suitably
qualifiedforapplicants
can
has a vacancy
the occupation
contact
34339370
or ADILLINE00@GMAIL.
of WORKER
, suitably
qualified applicants can
COM
contact 36604099 or RED_FLOWER848@
GUJRANWALA
HOTMAIL.COM CONTRACTING CO.
W.L.L
vacancyCARGO
for the occupation
of
SIDRAhas aAYAN
HANDLING
WORKER,
applicantsforcan
COMPANYsuitably
W.L.L qualified
has a vacancy
the
contact
33907097
or SAAMIIR@LIVE.COM
occupation
of WORKER
, suitably qualified
GUJRATI
SALOON
W.L.L
has a
applicantsGENTS
can contact
34175363
or JABAR.
vacancy
for the occupation of WORKER,
ALI43@YAHOO.COM
suitably
qualified
applicants
canINTERIOR
contact
ANOWAR
HOSSAIN
ISHAQUE
33032025
or W.L.L
GUJRATIGENTS@YAHOO.
DECORATION
has a vacancy for the
COM
occupation of OFFICE ASSISTANT , suitably
SMART
TRADINGor
qualifiedKITCHEN
applicantsAPPLIANCES
can contact 32154088
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
BE0717542@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER,
suitably
applicants
DAXX SALON
hasqualified
a vacancy
for can
the
contact
35150279
or ANEES1611@GMAIL.
occupation
of BARBER
, suitably qualified
COM
applicants can contact 33881163
or
FNF
SERVICES BAHRAINI PARTNERSHIP
JMAM393@GMAIL.COM
COMPANY
has a vacancy
the occupation
Brilliant translation
has for
a vacancy
for the
ofoccupation
WORKER,of suitably
qualified applicants
TRANSLATORS
, suitably
can
contact
33523132
GUJJARG1614@
qualified
applicants
canorcontact
39464921 or
YAHOO.COM
HAMEED@DADABHAITRAVEL.COM
SONEX
has a
ASAD DECORATION
REPAIR OFCO W.L.L
ELECTRONIC
vacancy
for the
occupation
EQUIPMENT
Company
W.L.LofhasWORKER,
a vacancy
suitably
qualified applicants
can , contact
for the occupation
of WORKER
suitably
37113001
or MURTAZA.MAC.BH@GMAIL.
qualified applicants
can contact 33201845 or
COM
SALMAN.MINHAS005@GMAIL.COM
WADI
KARANA
REALhasESTATE
has for
a
DOSOR
CARPENTRY
a vacancy
vacancy
for the ofoccupation
of WORKER,
the occupation
CARPENTER
, suitably
suitably
contactor
qualified qualified
applicantsapplicants
can contactcan
33110969
66612224
or ALIALI3332010@GMAIL.COM
ADEL_HIJI@HOTMAIL.COM
SBU W SALEM
FOR CATERING
EVENTS BAHRAINI
KITCHENS
PARTNERSHIP
COMPANY
vacancy
W.L.L has a vacancy
for has
the aoccupation
forof theCOOK(GENERAL)
occupation of WORKER,
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
35316931 oror
applicants
can contact
36888400
WAQASWAQAR975@GMAIL.COM
BUSALEMKC@GMAIL.COM
SHAHIN
SECOND
HAND FURNITURE
SHAHARYAR
BAIG FACILITIES
SUPPORT
AND
ELECTRONICS
has fora the
vacancy
for
CO. W.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation
the
of WORKER,
of occupation
HEAVY DRIVER
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
35301525 oror
applicants
can contact
33928247
USMANBAH887@GMAIL.COM
BAIGSGROUPPK@GMAIL.COM
JAMAL
JASIM BUILDING
LIKE MAKER
INTERIOR COMPLETION
DECORATION
AND
DECOR
a vacancyforfor the
the occupation
W.L.L
has has
a vacancy
occupation
ofofWORKER,
suitably qualified
applicants
can
WORKER
, suitably
qualified
contact
38980439
or JAMALJASIMBH@
applicants
can contact
34002030
or
GMAIL.COM
BAHRAINBLOKBUSTER@GMAIL.COM
AHMED
YOUSIF SALMA
ALKAABI
CATIIS BAHRAIN
W.L.L has
a vacancyhasfor
athe
vacancy
for theof occupation
of WORKER,
occupation
SPECIALIST
(ANALYSIS
suitably
qualified applicants
can contact
& MEASUREMENT)
, suitably
qualified
17761101
applicantsor ALKAABI59@HOTMAIL.COM
can contact 77081871
or
EAST
ALUMINIUM W.L.L has a vacancy for
contact@catiisonline.com
the
occupation
ELECTRICIAN, suitably
FAST
FLOW of INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L
qualified
17785704 orof
has a applicants
vacancy can
for contact
the occupation
INFO@EASTALUMINIUM.NET
TECHNICIAN(MAINTENANCE) , suitably
Mechanical
Contracting
Servicesor
qualified applicants
can contact& 37771467
Company
W.L.L has a vacancy for the
MAJEED@FASTFLOWGROUPS.COM
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably
ALNEAMAH
CARGO CO.
W.L.Lqualified
has a
applicants
contact
36937988of or WORKER
MCSC@
vacancy can
for the
occupation
MCSCWLL.COM
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
Mechanical
& Services
17735363 or Contracting
NEDAL600@HOTMAIL.COM
Company
W.L.L hasMaintenance
a vacancy forhasthea
Bogota Building
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably
qualified
vacancy for
the occupation
of WORKER
applicants
can contact
36937988
or MCSC@
, suitably
qualified
applicants
can
MCSCWLL.COM
contact 33697127 or UMM-HATIM@
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR YARD CO.
OUTLOOK.COM
)ASRY
vacancy for
the occupation OF
of
ALEJAhas a FOR
CLEARANCE
TEAM
LEADER, suitably
qualified applicants
GOVERMMENT
TRANSACTIONS
has a
can
contact
or duaijmalkhalifa@
vacancy
for 37787773
the occupation
of LABOURER
ASRY.NET
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
& REPAIR YARD
34600299
or NADHEM.ISMEEL@
CO.
)ASRY has a vacancy for the occupation
YAHOO.COM
ofNEW
STEEL
FABRICATOR,
suitably
MILLENNIUM
SCHOOL
has aqualified
vacancy
applicants
can contact
37787773
or
for the occupation
of TEACHER
, suitably
duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
qualified applicants can contact 17272700 or
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING & REPAIR YARD CO.
NMSEDU@NMS.EDU.BH
)ASRY
has a vacancy
for the occupation
MOHAMMED
ALI ABDULLA
ALASHIRIof )
WELDER,
suitably qualified
AMEER ALBEEHAR
( hasapplicants
a vacancycanfor
contact
37787773 or of
duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
the occupation
FISHERMAN , suitably
ARAB
SHIPBUILDING
REPAIR32202880
YARD CO.or
qualified
applicants can&contact
)ASRY
has a vacancy for the occupation of
alsaeed4@aol.com
RIGGER,
suitably
qualifiedAHMED
applicantsJASIM
can
MOHAMED
HAMAD
contact
37787773has
or duaijmalkhalifa@ASRY.NET
ALJAWDER
a vacancy for the occupation
KOOHEJI
CONTRACTORS
W.L.L qualified
has a
of WATCHMAN
/ GUARD , suitably
vacancy
for thecan
occupation
SCAFFOLDER,or
applicants
contactof 39459096
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
M.ALJOWDER@HOTMAIL.COM
17786500
or careers@kcbahrain.com
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi & sons B.S.c. close
KOOHEJI
CONTRACTORS
W.L.Lof has
a
has a vacancy
for the occupation
STEEL
vacancy
for the occupation
of MASON
ASST,
FABRICATOR
, suitably qualified
applicants
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
can contact
17624116
or sayedshubbar@
17786500
or careers@kcbahrain.com
skaldurazi.com
ASayed
- KARIM
ALJAHROMI
Kadhem
aldurazi CONTRACTING
& sons B.S.c.
COMPANY
has a forvacancy
for the
close has WLL
a vacancy
the occupation
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably applicants
qualified
of CLEANER
, suitably qualified
applicants
contactor sayedshubbar@
17831000 or
can contact can
17624116
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH
skaldurazi.com
ASayed
- KARIM
ALJAHROMI
Kadhem
aldurazi CONTRACTING
& sons B.S.c.
COMPANY
has a forvacancy
for the
close has WLL
a vacancy
the occupation
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably applicants
qualified
of MASON
, suitably qualified
applicants
contactor sayedshubbar@
17831000 or
can contact can
17624116
AKJCONT@BATELCO.COM.BH
skaldurazi.com
MACDONALDS has a vacancy for the

Call us on +973 36458394

email : advt@newsofbahrain.com
occupation
of FOOD
SERVICE
WORKER,
Sayed Kadhem
aldurazi
& sons
B.S.c.
suitably
qualified
applicants
contactof
close has
a vacancy
for the can
occupation
17220000
AMAL.ALMOUSAWI@
CARPENTERor, suitably
qualified applicants
FAKHRO.COM
can contact 17624116 or sayedshubbar@
CPIC
ABAHSAIN FIBERGLASS W.L.L. has
skaldurazi.com
aDOWN
vacancy for TOWN
the occupation
of WORKER,
CONSTRUCTION
suitably
qualified
can contact
COMPANY
W.L.L.applicants
has a vacancy
for the
17468522
wanglinan@cpicfiber.com
occupationor of
STEEL CHIPPER , suitably
CPIC
ABAHSAIN
FIBERGLASS
has
qualified
applicants
can contactW.L.L.
17404866
aorvacancy
for the occupation of WORKER,
DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably
applicants
can contact
DOWN qualified
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
17468522
or wanglinan@cpicfiber.com
COMPANY
W.L.L. has a vacancy for the
SMALCO
W.L.L , has
a
occupationCONTRACTING
of STEEL CHIPPER
suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
17404866
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
33040002
DOWN or smalco.bh@hotmail.com
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
EXPERTISE
HOSPITALITY
COMPANY W.L.L. has a vacancy
for the
MANAGEMENT
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for
occupation of STEEL
CHIPPER
, suitably
the
occupation
of WAITER/BARTENDER,
qualified
applicants
can contact 17404866
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
36955566
DOWN or unni@expertisebahrain.com
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
MOHAMMAD
LIAKOT
ELECTRONIC
COMPANY W.L.L.
has a vacancy
for the
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
of
occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
WORKER,
suitably qualified
applicants
can
qualified applicants
can contact
17404866
contact
36103555 or MSAIF7479@GMAIL.
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
COM
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
JC
GROUNDW.L.L.
TEAM has
W.L.L
has a vacancy
COMPANY
a vacancy
for the
foroccupation
the occupation
of LABOURER,, suitably
of CARPENTER
suitably
qualified
contact
34000816
or
qualifiedapplicants
applicantscancan
contact
17404866
SHABANGUJJAR3002@GMAIL.COM
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
Yousif
Co Bsc Closed
DOWNBen Yousif
TOWNFakhroCONSTRUCTION
has
a vacancy
occupation
of
COMPANY
W.L.L.forhasthea vacancy
for the
LABOURER,
qualified applicants
occupation ofsuitably
CARPENTER
, suitably
can
contactapplicants
17408111 can
or info@yyfakho.com
qualified
contact 17404866
International
Motor Trading Agency
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L
has a vacancy
occupation of
DOWN
TOWN for the
CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER,
suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
COMPANY W.L.L.
a vacancy
for the
can
contact 17593434
or SUZY_KANOO@
occupation
of CARPENTER
, suitably
KEKANOO.COM
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
Ghulam
Mohammed Garments Factory
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
has
a vacancy
for theCONSTRUCTION
occupation of
DOWN
TOWN
SALESMAN,
suitablyhasqualified
applicants
COMPANY W.L.L.
a vacancy
for the
can
contact of17225938
or EMTEYAZ@
occupation
STEEL CHIPPER
, suitably
GHULAMS.COM
qualified applicants can contact 17404866
JOZ
CONSTRUCTION has a vacancy for
or DOWNTOWN@BATELCO.COM.BH
the
occupation
of TECHNICIAN,
suitably
MARBLE
RESTORATION
CO. W.L.L
has
qualified
applicants
can contactof 39602650
a vacancy
for the occupation
WORKER
or, JOZGROUP@BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably qualified applicants can contact
Regency
has a vacancy for the
17727676hotel
or aqeel@basma.com.bh
occupation
of WAITER
(HOTEL),
suitably
SECURI CORE
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for the
qualified
applicants
can contact
17227777
occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
, suitably
orqualified
MOHAMMED.SANAD@IHG.COM
applicants can contact 17822228
Alnosaif
Contracting & Excavation Co.
or HRGUARDS@SECURICORE.BH
W.L.L
has CORE
a vacancy
for has
the occupation
SECURI
W.L.L
a vacancy offor
CARPENTER,
qualified applicants
the occupationsuitably
of ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
can
contact
66666858
or JAFFAR.
qualified
applicants
can contact
17822228
ALNOSAIF@GMAIL.COM
or RASHEED@SECURICORE.BH
ALHASSANAIN
CLOSED
Diamond square B.S.C
contracting
has
has
a vacancyforfor the
the occupation
a vacancy
occupation ofof
CONSTRUCTION
MASON(GENERAL)MANAGER,
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
17559999or
36990555
applicants
can contact
orBUHIJI1024@HOTMAIL.COM
JAAFAR@ALHASSANAINCO.COM
ALBOAINAIN
AUTO CO
SPARE
URBASER BAHRAIN
W.L.LPARTS
has a
has
a vacancy
for the occupation
of
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER
AUTOMOBILES
, suitably qualifiedMECHANIC,
applicants cansuitably
contact
qualified
applicants
can contact 17342454
17534342
or sajilnath@urbaser.com
orBIN
ghada0samy@gmail.com
HAFIZ LINE OFFICE CLEARANCE
AL
TOWERSTRANSACTIONS
SALE OF SECOND
OFWATANI
GOVERNMENT
has
HAND
GOODS
a vacancy
for the
a vacancy
for thehas
occupation
of WORKER
occupation
of WORKER,
suitablycanqualified
, suitably qualified
applicants
contact
applicants
canMBIN195951@GMAIL.COM
contact 39458577 or
39445381 or
SAMIALWATANI@YAHOO.COM
HARLEEN SPECIALIZED CONTRACTING
ADISON
AUTO
ELECTRICAL
W.L.L has
a vacancy
for theWORKSHOP
occupation of
has
a vacancy
forqualified
the occupation
of
WORKER
, suitably
applicants can
WORKER,
suitably or
qualified
applicants can
contact 33615001
BITTUSANDHU530@
contact
39475757 or bu-khalid-@hotmail.com
GMAIL.COM
HAJI
ALI AHMED
& SONSforCO.
MI CASA
W.L.LBUKANAN
has a vacancy
the
has
a vacancyofforWAITER
the occupation
of TAILOR,
occupation
, suitably
qualified
suitably
qualified
applicants17713603
can contactor
applicants
can contact
39461900
or ALQABAS@BATELCO.COM.BH
SPICENICEREST@GMAIL.COM
ALZAINAH
PHONE ACCESSORIES
AWAL PRINTING
PRESS W.L.L. has
has aa
vacancy
vacancyforforthe
theoccupation
occupationofofSALESMAN,
SERVICES
suitably
applicants
canapplicants
contact
HELPERqualified
, suitably
qualified
39655512
or ADELSWAR689@YAHOO.COM
can contact
17292553 or AWALPRES@
DHL
INTERNATIONAL B.S.C. has
BATELCO.COM.BH
aALMANARATAIN
vacancy for theBLOCK
occupation
of AIR
& CONCRETE
TRANSPORT
qualified
FACTORY has PILOT,
a vacancysuitably
for the occupation
applicants
can, suitably
contactqualified
17328393
or
of PAINTER
applicants
ALDIRIYAHAGENCY@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17590097 or ALSHAAB@
HITACHI
ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
BATELCO.COM.BH
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
FARFASHA
TRADING
CENTRE
hasofa
PROJECT
suitably
qualified
vacancy forENGINEER,
the occupation
of SALESMAN
applicants
can contact
17810666
or
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
AATIF.M.SHAHZAD@HITACHIENERGY.COM
39414663 or FARFASHA_10@
JASMI'S
has a vacancy for the occupation
HOTMAIL.COM
ofBRC
FOOD
SERVICE(GULF)
WORKER,
WELDMESH
W.L.L.suitably
has a
qualified
can contact
17588787
vacancyapplicants
for the occupation
of BLACKSMITH
or(GENERAL)
lmra@jasmis.com
, suitably qualified applicants
NASS
CONTRACTING
COMPANY
can contact
17180366 or abdulla-2111@
(W.L.L)
has a vacancy for the occupation
hotmail.com
ofTECHNICAL
LABOURER,CONSTRUCTION
suitably qualified applicants
COMPANY
can
contact
or yousif@aanass.net
W.L.L
has39470985
a vacancy
for the occupation
ESBI
Engineering & Facility
Management
of MASON(GENERAL)
, suitably
qualified
- applicants
Foreign Branch
has a vacancy
for theor
can contact
17730036
occupation
of TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
ENGINEER,
qualified applicants
can
TECHNICALsuitably
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
contact
esbicareers@esbi.ie
W.L.L17708118
has a orvacancy
for the occupation
QURAH
ELECTRIC (GENERAL)
CONTRCTING, suitably
has a
of CARPENTER
vacancy
the occupation
of SPECIALIST
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
17730036
(ADMIN.
DEVELOPMENT), suitably
or TCCBN@BATELCO.COM.BH
qualified
applicants
can contact COMPANY
39858812
TECHNICAL
CONSTRUCTION
orW.L.L
MAALMEEL55@HOTMAIL.COM
has a vacancy for the occupation of
CLEANING
W.L.L has
a vacancy
WORKER ,LEADERS
suitably qualified
applicants
can
forcontact
the occupation
of TCCBN@BATELCO.
WORKER, suitably
17730036 or
qualified
COM.BHapplicants can contact 33347766
orRamees
PERWAIZ_I@HOTMAIL.COM
Local ironing has a vacancy
Alnoorain
bakery estof has LAUNDERER/
a vacancy
for the occupation
forPRESSER(GENERAL)
the occupation of WORKER,
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified applicants can contact 39456969

orapplicants
UMZAAL1975@GMAIL.COM
can contact 17775189 or
UNIQUE
STONE CONSTRUCTION has a
MOHAMEDKHALIL1240@GMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of WORKER, &
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
suitably
qualified SERVI
applicants
contactfor
ENGINEERING
has can
a vacancy
34001598
or citi20000@hotmail.com
the occupation
of ELECTRICIAN , suitably
ERICSSON
AB has can
a vacancy
for the
qualified applicants
contact 17729935
occupation
of PROGRAMS DEVELOPMENT
or AHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
MANAGER,
suitably qualified
applicants can &
PANORAMA
CONTRACTING
contact
17584515 orSERVI
maryam.al.sulaiman@
ENGINEERING
has a vacancy
ericsson.com
for the occupation of RIGGER , suitably
GHAYA
BEAUTY
CENTRE
has a vacancy
qualified
applicants
can contact
17729935
forortheAHMED@PANORAMABH.COM
occupation of BEAUTICIAN, suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact 34577873
or
BOKHOWA
CONTRACTING
& TRADING
JALKHABBAZ@GMAIL.COM
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the
ALTAWAKUL
occupation ofALUMINUM
WORKER , FABRICATION
suitably qualified
& applicants
WELDINGcanhascontact
a vacancy
for theor
17255980
occupation
of WORKER, suitably qualified
ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
applicants
canCONTRACTING
contact 39868575
or info.
BOKHOWA
& TRADING
altawakul@gmail.com
GROUP W.L.L has a vacancy for the
ALoccupation
SAWIQA ofBUILDING
MANTNIC
has
CARPENTER
, suitably
a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
of MASON,
can contact
17255980
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or ADEEBALI@BOKHOWAGROUP.COM
39660750
or NUSRAT.HAMEED1965@
TOWER MARKETING
& CONTRACTING
GMAIL.COM
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
SALSEL
COLD
STOREqualified
has a vacancy
PLUMBER
, suitably
applicants
forcan
thecontact
occupation
of SALESMAN,
suitably
17742427
or alburj@batelco.
qualified
com.bhapplicants can contact 36622993 or
DOWNWINDREALESTATE@GMAIL.COM
ALKARAR TRADING EST.-PARTNERSHIP
FAISAL
has a SHARAF
vacancy FOR
for CONSTRUCTION
the occupation of
has
a vacancy for , thesuitably
occupation
of
STOREKEEPER
qualified
WORKER,
qualified applicants
applicantssuitably
can contact
17232282 canor
contact
17246616 or FSEENG@BATELCO.
HAMEED397397@GMAIL.COM
COM.BH
ANWAR BIN HIJJI CONSTRUCTION W.L.L
AUBURN
CONTRACTING
CO.of MASON
W.L.L
has a vacancy
for the occupation
has
a vacancy
for applicants
the occupation
of
, suitably
qualified
can contact
SUPERVISOR,
qualified applicants
17340947 or suitably
M.BINHIJJI@GMAIL.COM
can
contact 32046472
or Sandhusahib143@
ANWAR
BIN HIJJI
CONSTRUCTION
gmail.com
W.L.L has a vacancy for the occupation of
NASS
COMPANY
WORKERCONTRACTING
, suitably qualified applicants
can
(W.L.L)
a vacancy or
for the
occupation
contacthas17340947
M.BINHIJJI@
ofGMAIL.COM
LABOURER, suitably qualified applicants
can
contact 39470985
or yousif@aanass.
ALKOMED
ENGINEERING
SERVICES
netCO. has a vacancy for the occupation of
SHAW
NASS ,PIPE
FABRICATION
W.L.L
FOREMAN
suitably
qualified applicants
has
the occupation
of STEEL
cana vacancy
contact for
17698500
or ALKOMED@
FABRICATOR,
suitably qualified applicants
BATELCO.COM.BH
can
contact 17725522 or yousif@aanass.
ALSHAHEEN
CONTRACTING
netESTABLISHMENT has a vacancy for
Elite
Hotel
a vacancy , for
the
the Crystal
occupation
of has
LABOURER
suitably
occupation
of KITCHENcanWORKER,
suitably
qualified applicants
contact 17683576
qualified
applicants can contact 17313372
or basheer.ktr@hotmail.com
orHassani
NAMDAR@ELITEGROUPHOTELS.COM
Construction has a vacancy
Stiller
for the
for theAgency
occupation
of Supply
MASONWorkers
, suitably
w.qualified
l. l hasapplicants
a vacancycanforcontact
the occupation
39633212
ofor COOK(GENERAL),
suitably qualified
T.HASSANI22@YAHOO.COM
applicants
contact 17717730
NATIONALcan
EXCAVATING
EST. W.L.L or
has
ALAZZAMGROUP@YAHOO.COM
a vacancy for the occupation of SHOVEL
BISHNOI
FOR DECOR
has a vacancy
OPERATOR
, suitablyW.L.L
qualified
applicants
forcanthecontact
occupation
of WORKER,
suitably
17621168
or NEEWLL@
qualified
applicants can contact 38797925
BATELCO.COM.BH
orADISON
S.K.ART.BH@GMAIL.COM
AUTO ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP
CALIFORNIA
PETS for
has the
a vacancy
for theof
has a vacancy
occupation
occupation
ANIMALS
KEEPER,
suitably
WORKERof, suitably
qualified
applicants
can
qualified
can contact
33023233
contactapplicants
33009736
or bu-khalid-@
orhotmail.com
JEHAD_1234@OUTLOOK.COM
Emcy
Aluminium
Company
W.L.L has
Najeda
restaurant
has a vacancy
for athe
vacancy
for the
occupation of WORKER,
occupation
of COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably
suitably
applicants
can 17643510
contact
qualifiedqualified
applicants
can contact
or EMCYBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
17874162
or AZIZ2228948@GMAIL.COM
MUDHAWI
LUNDRYhas
hasaa vacancy for
AGRO FLORA
forthethe
occupation
WORKER,
suitably ,qualified
occupationof of
GARDENER
suitably
applicants
contact can
39681713
JAMALqualified can
applicants
contactor 39453393
JANAHI@MAIL.COM
or santoshpc66@gmail.com
FAJER
AL KHALEEJ
WLL has
AHMED
ISA TRADING
CONTRACTING
a CONSTRUCTION
vacancy for the occupation
of WORKER,
has a vacancy
for the
suitably
qualified
can , contact
occupation
of applicants
SURVEYOR
suitably
38403304
fajeralkhaleej@gmail.com
qualified orapplicants
can contact 17552234
ALDEERAH
PHARMACY W.L.L has a
or AECONT@HOTMAIL.COM
vacancy
for the occupation
of PHARMACIST,
MOHAMMED
ALI HASAN
TRANSPORT
suitably
can contactof
has a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the occupation
77207730
INFO@ALDEERAH.INFO
DRIVER or, suitably
qualified applicants can
Mia
moon39468891
fashion has
vacancy for the
contact
or a ALI_MOHAMED@
occupation
of SALES REPRESENTATIVE,
BAPCO.NET
suitably
qualified
applicants
contactfor
SEVENTIES
KARAK
has acanvacancy
17276786
or MM.GAGABAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
Milly
and applicants
Heir Trading
W.L.L.
has
qualified
can Co.
contact
17578287
a orvacancy
for the occupation of CLERK,
KARAK1977.BAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
suitably
qualified
applicants
contactfor
SEVENTIES
KARAK
has acanvacancy
66346233
or millyandheir@gmail.com
the occupation
of WORKER , suitably
Younis
has can
a vacancy
for the
qualifiedburger
applicants
contact 17578287
occupation
of KITCHEN AIDE, suitably
or AZIZALYASI1@GMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants
canW.L.L
contacthas33675541
ALGHANAH
GROUP
a vacancy
orfor
YOUNISBURGER@GMAIL.COM
the occupation of TEAM LEADER ,
BARANI
has acanvacancy
suitably RESTAURANT
qualified applicants
contact
for17722333
the occupation
of WORKER, suitably
or info@alghanah.com
qualified
applicants
canW.L.L
contacthas33162999
ALGHANAH
GROUP
a vacancy
orfor
ADEL_ALATTAR@HOTMAIL.COM
the occupation of TECHNICIAN , suitably
INTIME
hascan
a vacancy
for the
qualifiedDESIGN
applicants
contact 17722333
occupation
of WORKER, suitably qualified
or info@alghanah.com
applicants
can contact
36051112for orthe
MUSE CLOTHES
has a vacancy
BE.SPORT.1@GMAIL.COM
occupation of SALESMAN , suitably
CAFE
LILOU
has acanvacancy
for the
qualified
applicants
contact 17533272
occupation
of RECEPTIONIST, suitably
or MRSTOORANI@BABYFAIREST.COM
qualified
applicants
can GARMENTS
contact 17710271
BEAUTIFUL
KIDS
AND
orTAILORING
hrvp@alghalia.com
has a vacancy for the
NAWAF
SALON
a
occupation
of GENTLEMEN
SALESMAN , has
suitably
vacancy
the occupation
of WORKER,
qualifiedforapplicants
can contact
17344840
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
or SHAJI840@GMAIL.COM
38008295
or ASIMNAWABKHAN7@GMAIL.COM
ALMADHIF
RESTAURANT
has
Unique
Jewel Bakery
for theof
a vacancy
for has
the a vacancy
occupation
occupation
of BAKER(GENERAL),
COOK(GENERAL)
, suitably suitably
qualified
qualified
applicants
can contact
33879468or
applicants
can contact
17877002
ormiddleeastaluminium@gmail.com
ZAEMM1976@GMAIL.COM
CERAM
DENTAL CENTER
AHMEDSPECIALIST
MOHAMMED
JASSIM
CO.
w.l.l has a vacancy
occupation
CONSTRUCTION
CO.for the
W.L.L.
has a
ofvacancy
TECHNICIAN(DENTAL),
suitably
for the occupation of DRAFTSMAN
qualified
applicants
contact 39110069
or
, suitably
qualifiedcanapplicants
can contact
alwadadbahrain@hotmail.com
17784584 or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM

AHMED
MOHAMMED
Alfrih
Stars Trading
Co. W.L.L JASSIM
has a
CONSTRUCTION
CO. W.L.L. has
vacancy
vacancy
for the occupation
of aSALES
for the occupation
of PAINTER
, suitably
AGENT,
suitably qualified
applicants
can
qualified37358811
applicantsor can
contact 17784584
contact
AMASH.FREEH74@
or INFO@AMJASSIM.COM
GMAIL.COM
AL MANAR BAKERIESCONTRACTING
has a vacancy
ALADLIYA
for the occupation has
of DRIVER
, suitably
ESTABLISHMENT
a vacancy
for
applicants
contact 66333346
thequalified
occupation
of can
LABOURER,
suitablyor
almanarbakery@almanarbakery.com
qualified
applicants can contact 39602882 or
AL HANADI TELEPHONE CABINS
ALSIDDIQI@ADLIYAGROUPBH.COM
SERVICES has
a vacancy
the occupation
MACDONALD
W.L.L
has a for
vacancy
for the
of WORKER
, suitably
qualifiedWORKER,
applicants
occupation
of FOOD
SERVICE
can contact
39458176
or ALITAQADUM@
suitably
qualified
applicants
can contact
YAHOO.COM
17220000
or amal.almousawi@fakhro.com
ALJUNAID
FISHES TOOLS
has a vacancy
GULF
AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
W.L.L
for the
occupationforof the
WORKER
, suitably
has
a vacancy
occupation
of
qualified applicantsTECHNICIAN,
can contact 39606062
STERILISATION
suitablyor
ALJUNAID.FISHING.EQ@HOTMAIL.COM
qualified
applicants can contact 38193333 or
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co.
INFO@GULFAMERICANHOSPITAL.COM
W.L.L. has
for the occupation
DAR
ALa vacancy
BINAA
BUILDINGof
MASON , suitablyhas
qualified
applicants
can
CONSTRUCTION
a vacancy
for the
contact 39940152
or BEMCO@BATELCO.
occupation
of LABOURER,
suitably qualified
COM.BHcan contact 17661296 or hussain.
applicants
Bahrain Electromechanical Services Co.
saleh@dar-albinaa.com
W.L.L. has
a vacancy
the occupation
Muthoos
market
has aforvacancy
for theof
CARPENTER
, suitably qualified
occupation
of SALESMAN,
suitably applicants
qualified
can contactcan39940152
or BEMCO@
applicants
contact 34344909
or
BATELCO.COM.BH
ALWAHADC@GMAIL.COM
ALAHWAL
TRADING
has W.L.L
a vacancy
SEVEN
HILLS
BAHRAIN
has afor
the occupation
ELECTRICIAN
, suitably
vacancy
for the ofoccupation
of WORKER,
qualifiedqualified
applicantsapplicants
can contactcan
17241049
suitably
contactor
JAMES@GCCBAH.COM
17403548
or info@7hills-group.com
ZINGER LAND
CAFETERIA
vacancy
HYGIENE
KLEEN
REALhas aESTATE
for the occupation
, suitably
ACTIVITIES
WITH of
OWNWAITER
OR LEASED
qualified applicants
contact 17650350
PROPERTY
has acan vacancy
for the
FLORA ofCONTRACTING
MAINTENCE
occupation
WORKER, suitably
qualified
SERVICEScan
has a contact
vacancy for38488088
the occupation
applicants
or
of WORKER , suitably qualified applicants
121221212@HOTMAIL.C
can contact
or accounts@
SEVEN
DAYS17623882
CONTRACTING
CO.
florabh.com
W.L.L
has a vacancy for the occupation of
DOWN TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
WORKER,
suitably
qualified applicants
can
W.L.L. 39454342
has a vacancy
for the occupation of
contact
or SDC.SPC@YAHOO.
LABOURER , suitably qualified applicants
COM
can W.L.L
contacthas17404866
GCS
a vacancyorfor DOWNTOWN@
the occupation
ofBATELCO.COM.BH
WORKER, suitably qualified applicants
DOWN
TOWN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
can
contact
37722884
or government@mre.
coW.L.L. has a vacancy for the occupation of
LABOURER
, suitably qualified
applicants
Print
master sportswear
has a vacancy
for
contact 17404866
or DOWNTOWN@
thecanoccupation
of MACHINE
OPERATOR,
BATELCO.COM.BH
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
17331222
or SHEHABLAW@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
for the occupation
BAHRAIN
COFFEE BREWERS
COMPANYof
LABOURER
, suitablyforqualified
applicants
W.L.L
has a vacancy
the occupation
contactSERVER,
17727925
or qualified
yousif@
ofcan
COFFEE
suitably
aanass.net
applicants
can contact 17111722 or
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
ANEESH@FOODVESTHOLDING.COM
has a PROPERTIES
vacancy forW.L.L
the has
occupation
AZARA
a vacancyof
, suitably
forLABOURER
the occupation
of qualified
TAILOR, applicants
suitably
can contact
17727925
yousif@
qualified
applicants
can contact or
35096931
or
aanass.net
BOSEBH@GMAIL.COM
NASS CONTRACTING
(W.L.L)
FRESH
TECH AIR COMPANY
CONDITIONING
has has
a vacancy
occupation ofof
W.L.L
a vacancyforfor the
the occupation
LABOURER
, suitably
qualified
applicants
WORKER,
suitably
qualified
applicants
can
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
contact
36907579
or buttsam901@gmail.
aanass.net
com
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY
(W.L.L)
ABDULRAHMAN
KANOO
has a vacancy forSCHOOL
the occupation
INTERNATIONAL
W.L.L.of
LABOURER
, suitably
applicants
has
a vacancy
for thequalified
occupation
of
can contact 17727925suitably
or yousif@aanass.
ADMINISTRATOR,
qualified
net
applicants
can contact 17875055 or
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
FINANCE@ARKIS.EDU.BH
has a vacancy
for the
occupation of
ALSHAM
GARDENS
AGRICULTURAL
LABOURER , suitably
qualified
DEVELOPMENT
CO. W.L.L
has a applicants
vacancy
or yousif@
forcan
the contact
occupation17727925
of GARDENER,
suitably
aanass.net
qualified
applicants can contact 33203666 or
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
ARIZONA.GARDENS.BH@GMAIL.COM
has a vacancy
occupation of
DREAMIAL
TRADINGforANDtheCONTRACTING
LABOURERWLL
, suitably
COMPANY
has a qualified
vacancy applicants
for the
can contact
or yousif@
occupation
of 17727925
SUPERVISOR,
suitably
aanass.net
qualified
applicants can contact 39140969 or
NASS CONTRACTING COMPANY (W.L.L)
DREAMIAL@OUTLOOK.COM
has a vacancy
for &theCONTRACTING
occupation of
CAPRICON
TRADING
LABOURER
suitably qualifiedCOMPANY
applicants
CO.
BAHRAINI, PARTNERSHIP
cana vacancy
contactfor17727925
or ofyousif@
has
the occupation
HEAVY
aanass.net
DRIVER,
suitably qualified applicants can
NASS CONTRACTING
COMPANY (W.L.L)
contact
39531396 or CKMANAGEMENT.
has a vacancy for the occupation of
BH@GMAIL.COM
LABOURER
, suitably qualified
SKY
VIEW ALUMINIUM
W.L.L applicants
has a
can contact
17727925
or yousif@
vacancy
for the occupation
of CARPENTER,
aanass.net
suitably
qualified applicants can contact
ALMOAYYED
has a vacancy
17224586
or SECURITY
SKYVIEWCONTRACT@
for the occupation of SECURITY GUARD
GMAIL.COM
, suitably qualified
applicants
can contact
Skyscrapers
Cleaning
& Maintenance
17400407 w.l.l
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Company
has a vacancy for the
ALMOAYYED
SECURITYsuitably
has aqualified
vacancy
occupation
of WORKER,
for the occupation
of SECURITY
GUARD
applicants
can contact
39639253
or
, suitably qualified applicants can contact
vijayanmm1954@gmail.com
17400407
or ameer@almoayyedcg.com
Cigna
Life Insurance
Company of Europe
DREAM
CO.
S.A.
- N.V.PROPERTY
- Bahrain DEVELOPMENT
Bra has a vacancy
has a vacancy
for the RECOVERY
occupation of
forW.L.L
the occupation
of CLAIMS
MAINTENANCE
CLERK suitably
, suitablyqualified
qualified
INSURANCE
MANAGER,
applicants can
17700211
or HRD@
applicants
cancontact
contact
16161447
or
DREAMGROUP.BH
FAIROOZ.ALASFOOR@CIGNA.COM
DREAM
ZAYT
ANDPROPERTY
ZAATAR1DEVELOPMENT
FOOD STUFF CO.
W.L.L has
a vacancy Co.
for the
Bahraini
Partnership
hasoccupation
a vacancyof
, suitablysuitably
qualified
forMAINTENANCE
the occupation CLERK
of SALESMAN,
applicants
can contact
17700211
or HRD@
qualified
applicants
can contact
36661327
or
DREAMGROUP.BH
SAMERZQ@HOTMAIL.COM
SILVER
CITY CONTRACTING
has a vacancy
ICE
AIR AIRCONDTION
ERS SPAREPARTS
for thehasoccupation
, suitably
W.L.L
a vacancyofforWORKER
the occupation
of
qualified applicants
contactapplicants
39188855
SALESMAN,
suitably can
qualified
or contact
SILVERCITYCONTRACTING@
can
17770297 or iceairparts@gmail.
GMAIL.COM
com
POWERmotors
TECHhasDEVELOPMENT
Vienna
a vacancy for W.L.L
the
has a vacancy
for the
occupation
occupation
of WORKER,
suitably
qualifiedof
MECHANICAL
qualified
applicants
can FITTER
contact, suitably
36361696
or
applicants can contact 39279042 or
VIENNAMOTORS7@GMAIL.COM
POWERTECHBAHRAIN@GMAIL.COM
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Kim Kardashian labels her
kids ‘embarrassing’, admits
locking them out of the room
IANS | Los Angeles

R

eality TV star Kim Kardashian has opened up
about the responsibilities of
being a multi-tasking mother
during the second annual ‘A
Day of Unreasonable Conversation’ in Los Angeles.
The 41-year old was part of a
panel called ‘How To Get S**t
Done In A Divided America”
alongside film producer Scott
Budnick discussing their efforts towards criminal justice
reform, reports mirror.co.uk.
Kim, who shares North,
nine, Saint, six, Chicago,
four, and Psalm, three, with
ex-husband Kanye West,
was praised by Budnick for
her ability to join virtual work meetings at
any given moment
- even when carrying out parenting duties.
He s a i d :
“This woman right here,
it’s like we find
out the governor
loves the Oklaho ma Sooners football
team.”
“ S h e ’s o n e v e r y
Zoom. ‘Hey, Kim, the
evangelical pastor in
Kim Kardashian

Oklahoma is interested in
learning about the case.’ Okay,
we’re on a Zoom that night,
with all of her kids running
around the Zoom.”
“So embarrassing,” Kim
quipped in response.
Budnick then poked fun at
Kim over her inability to stop
the kids from interrupting her
calls.
“No matter how many doors
she locks, she cannot keep the
kids out of the room,” he joked.
Kim agreed, adding: “They
figure out a way in.”
In December last year
Kim gave her eldest
child a ticking off when
she realised that she
had been live-streaming a grand tour
of their family
home on TikTo k w i t h o u t
permission.
Fa n s w e r e
quick to tune
in when North
and a gaggle of
friends started
live streaming
from within
the Hidden
Hills mansion
that Kim and
her children
live in.

Christian Bale
inspired by Columbo
Celebretainment | Los Angeles ping out the story over breakfasts in various diners and the
hristian Bale sought inspi- men explained the Oscar-winration from ‘Columbo’ for ning star’s order varied dramatically depending on what
his role in ‘Amsterdam’.
T h e 4 8-ye a r- o l d a c t o r other movie he was working
portrays a one-eyed veter- on at any given point.
Christian told Deadline: “I
an-turned-doctor in David O.
Russell’s upcoming murder varied from having a lot of cofmystery and he admitted fee to having like 16 eggs and
three bowls of rice. We did
he “studied” Peter Falk’s
take pictures of me and
performance as the titDave during the course
ular character in the
of breakfast together and
long-running detective
I got to tell you, whoa
series to get ideas.
baby.”
Asked if he’d been
D av i d a d d e d :
inspired by ‘Colum“ T h a t ’s C h r i s bo’, he explained:
tian. As we went
“Absolutely. Yes.
through all this
Yes. His mannerfilm, I had many
isms! I studied him
other projects that
for sure.”
came and went, and I
Christian and
thought this is the one
David spent five
I want to do.”
years carefully mapChristian Bale

C

Paris Hilton reveals she hired pet
detective, psychic to find her missing dog

ANI | Washington

A

merican media personality
and businesswoman Paris
Hilton, who has been searching
for her missing dog Diamond
Baby, has enlisted the help of a
pet detective, a dog whisperer,
and a pet psychic.
According to E! News, Paris
recently revealed to fans on Instagram that she is searching for
her beloved dog, Diamond Baby,
who went missing last week.
Sharing that her pup went
missing last Wednesday, she
captioned her post, “This is so

Paris Hilton with her dog
incredibly hard for me to post
because I’ve been at a loss of
words... I was at a photoshoot
and we’re moving houses and
one of the movers must have
left a door open. My family and
friends have been helping me
search high and low throughout

my entire neighbourhood and
have gone door to door, but we
still haven’t found her.”
“We have hired a pet detective, a dog whisperer, a
pet psychic and looking into
dog-finding drones now. I’m
doing everything in my power
to get her back,” she continued.
As Paris explained, not knowing
where her pup is currently has
been nothing short of heartbreaking.
“Anyone who has ever loved
a pet and lost a pet will understand this pain that I’m feeling,”
she wrote, adding, “I’ve been

scared to put out an APB to the
public for her because people
can be cruel and I worry about
her safety but I’m desperate
and the more time that passes,
the farther away I feel from the
chances are of me getting her
back.”
As per E! News, she ended
her post by including an email
address so people can submit
any and all tips to. “There will
be a big reward for her return
and NO questions asked. Please,
please, please email if you know
ANYTHING and please keep an
eye out for my baby.”

CINEMA
AVATAR (Re-release)
(PG-13) (ACTION/ADVENTURE/FANTASY) (NEW)
SAM WORTHINGTON, ZOE SALDANA,
SIGOURNEY WEAVER
OASIS JUFFAIR:1.15 + 4.30 + 7.45 + 11.00 PM
OASIS JUFFAIR (VIP):12.45 + 4.00 + 7.15 + 10.30
PM
OASIS JUFFAIR (3D):12.15 + 3.30 + 6.45 + 10.00
PM
CITY CENTRE: 11.00 AM + 2.15 + 5.30 + 8.45 +
12.00 MN + (12.30 MN THURS/FRI)
CITY CENTRE (IMAX3D):10.30 AM + 1.45 + 5.00 +
8.15 + 11.30 PM
CITY CENTRE (3D):3.15 + 9.15 PM
SEEF (II): 10.30 AM + 1.45 + 5.00 + 8.15 + 11.30
PM + (12.30 MN THURS/FRI)
SEEF (II)(3D): 12.45 + 4.00 + 7.15 + 10.30 PM
WADI AL SAIL:10.30 AM + 1.30 + 4.45 + 8.00 +
11.15 PM
WADI AL SAIL: (3D) 12.30 + 3.45 + 7.00 + 10.15 PM

DON’T WORRY DARLING
(15+) (THRILLER/MYSTERY) (NEW)
FLORENCE PUGH, HARRY STYLES, CHRIS PINE
OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.00 AM + 3.45 + 8.30 PM
CITY CENTRE:11.30 AM + 4.15 + 9.00 PM
SEEF (II): 11.30 AM + 2.00 + 4.30 + 7.00 + 9.30
+ 12.00 MN
WADI AL SAIL:10.30 AM + 1.00 + 3.30 + 6.00 +
8.30 + 11.00 PM

BREAKING NEWS IN YUBA COUNTY
(15+) (COMEDY/CRIME) (NEW)
ALLISON JANNEY, MILA KUNIS, REGINA HALL
CITY CENTRE:4.45 + 7.00 + 9.15 + 11.30 PM
SEEF (II): 10.30 AM + 12.45 + 3.00 + 5.15 + 7.30 +
9.45 + 12.00 MN
WADI AL SAIL:2.15 + 8.45 PM

CHUP
(15+) (HINDI/CRIME/THRILLER/ROMANTIC)
(NEW)
SUNNY DEOL, DULQUER SALMAAN,
SHREYA DHANWANTHARY
FROM THURS. 22nd 5.00PM ONWARDS
OASIS JUFFAIR: 12.00 + 2.45 + 5.30 + 8.15 +
11.00 PM,
CITY CENTRE: 12.30 + 6.30 PM
SEEF (II):12.30 + 3.15 + 6.00 + 8.45 + 11.30 PM
WADI AL SAIL:5.00 + 7.45 + 10.30 PM

DHOKHA: ROUND D CORNER
(PG-15) (HINDI/THRILLER/CRIME) (NEW)

R. MADHAVAN, KHUSHALI KUMAR,
APARSHAKTI KHURANA
OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.45 AM + 2.00 + 4.15 + 6.30 +
8.45 + 11.00 PM
SEEF (II): 12.15 + 2.30 + 4.45 + 7.00 + 9.15 +
11.30 PM
WADI AL SAIL:12.00 + 6.30 + 11.00 PM

PREM GEET 3
(PG-15) (ACTION/ROMANTIC/DRAMA) (NEW)
NEPALI
PRADEEP KHADKA, KRISTINA GURUNG,
SHIVA SHRESTHA
OASIS JUFFAIR: 1.45 + 7.45 PM
SEEF (I):12.30 + 3.15 + 6.00 + 8.45 + 11.30 PM
AL HAMRA: 3.00 + 6.00 PM
HINDI
OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.00 AM + 4.45 + 10.30 PM
SEEF (I): 12.00 + 2.45 + 5.30 + 8.15 + 11.00 PM

ELLA BELLA BINGO
(PG) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE) (NEW)
JACK FISHER, SUMMER FONTANA
OASIS JUFFAIR:(KIDS CINEMA):12.15 + 4.15 +
8.15 PM
CITY CENTRE:10.45 AM + 12.45 + 2.45 PM
SEEF (II):12.00 + 2.00 + 4.00 + 6.00 PM
WADI AL SAIL: 11.00 AM + 1.00 + 3.00 + 4.30 PM

HOUSE OF DARKNESS
(18+) (THRILLER/HORROR) (NEW)
JUSTIN LONG, KATE BOSWORTH,
LUCY WALTERS
SEEF (II): 11.00 AM + 1.00 + 3.00 + 5.00 + 7.00 +
9.00 + 11.00 PM

VISUDHA MEJO
(PG-13) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)
DINOY POULOSE, MATHEW THOMAS,
LIJO MOL JOSE
OASIS JUFFAIR:2.45 + 8.30 PM
SEEF (I): 12.45 + 3.30 + 6.15 + 9.00 + 11.45 PM
AL HAMRA: 12.00 + 9.00 + (12.00 MN THURS/
FRI)
(PG-13) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)
ASIF ALI, ROSHAN MATHEW, NIKHILA VIMAL
OASIS JUFFAIR: 11.45 AM + 5.30 + 11.15 PM
SEEF (I): 11.00 AM + 2.00 + 5.00 + 8.00 + 11.00
PM

KRISHNA VRINDA VIHARI

SUDOKU

CITY CENTRE:2.30 + 7.00 + 11.30 PM

FROM FRI 23rd
OASIS JUFFAIR:1.45 + 7.30 PM
SEEF (I): 2.00 + 8.30 PM

MINIONS: THE RISE OF GURU
(PG)(ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY/
ACTION)
STEVE CARELL, TARAJI P. HENSON,
MICHELLE YEOH

KING FISH
(PG-15) (MALAYALAM) (NEW)
ANOOP MENON, RENJITH, DURGA KRISHNA

CITY CENTRE : 11.30 AM + 1.30 + 3.30 + 5.30 +
7.30 PM

SEEF (II): 12.30 + 5.15 + 10.00 PM

TICKET TO PARADISE

TAD, THE LOST EXPLORER AND THE
EMERALD TABLET

(PG-15) (ROMANTIC/COMEDY)
KAITLYN DEVER, JULIA ROBERTS,
GEORGE CLOONEY
OASIS JUFFAIR:1.30 + 6.15 + 11.00 PM
CITY CENTRE: (12.30 MN THURS/FRI)
CITY CENTRE (ATMOS):10.30 AM + 12.45 + 3.00 +
5.15 + 7.30 + 9.45 + 12.00 MN
SEEF (I):12.15 + 2.30 + 4.45 + 7.00 + 9.15 + 11.30
PM
WADI AL SAIL: 12.00 + 2.15 + 4.30 + 6.45 + 9.00
+ 11.15 PM

BRAHMASTRA PART 1: SHIVA
(PG-13)(ACTION/ADVENTURE/ROMANTIC/
FANTASY)
AMITABH BACHCHAN, RANBIR KAPOOR,
ALIA BHATT

ORPHAN: FIRST KILL
(15+) (THRILLER/HORROR/CRIME)
JULIA STILES, ISABELLE FUHRMAN,
ROSSIF SUTHERLAND
CITY CENTRE: 7.00 + 9.15 + 11.30 PM

BEAST
(PG-15) (ADVENTURE/ACTION/THRILLER)
IDRIS ELBA, SHARLTO COPLEY, LEAH JEFFRIES

BULLET TRAIN

(PG-15) (ARABIC/ACTION/COMEDY)
MOHAMED EMAM, HUDA AL-MUFTI,
MUHAMMAD SALAM

CITY CENTRE :11.15 AM + 4.45 + 10.15 PM

SEEF (I):10.30 AM + 5.00 + 11.30 PM

CITY CENTRE:9.30 + 11.30 PM

AMMOHOM

(PG-13) (ARABIC/COMEDY)
ASMAA ABU EL YAZEED, AHMED EL FISHAWY,
MOHAMED ABDUL RAHMAN

(PG-13) (TAMIL)
SILAMBARASAN RAJENDAR,
RADHIKA SARATHKUMAR, SIDDHI IDNANI

(15+) (HORROR)
SYDNEY CRAVEN, IMRAN ADAMS,
JARREAU BENJAMIN

OASIS JUFFAIR:(KIDS CINEMA):2.15 + 6.15 +
10.15 PM
CITY CENTRE:11.00 AM + 1.00 + 3.00 + 5.00 PM

EL DAAWA AMMAH

VENDHU THANINDHATHU KAADU

CITY CENTRE :12.30 + 5.00 + 9.30 PM

(PG) (ANIMATION/ADVENTURE/COMEDY)
TREVOR WHITE, JOSEPH BALDERRAMA,
ALEX KELLY

CITY CENTRE: 2.00 + 6.45 + 11.30 PM
SEEF (II): 3.00 + 7.45 PM

HINDI
OASIS JUFFAIR: 10.30 AM + 4.30 + 10.30 PM
CITY CENTRE: 1.30 + 7.00 PM

JEEPERS CREEPERS REBORN

KOTTHU

BRAD PITT, JOEY KING, AARON TAYLOR-JOHNSON

(PG-15) (TELUGU) (NEW)
NAGA SHOURYA, SHIRLEY SETIA, RADHIKA
SARATHKUMAR

TOP GUN: MAVERIC
(PG-13) (ACTION/DRAMA)
TOM CRUISE, MILES TELLER,
JENNIFER CONNELLY
SEEF (II): 8.00 + 10.45 PM

DELBERAY
(PG-15) (TURKISH/DRAMA)
BUSRA PEKIN, AYBERK PEKCAN, NURSEL KOSE
SEEF (II): 12.15 + 3.00 + 5.45 + 8.30 + 11.15 PM

(15+) (ACTION/COMEDY/CRIME)

CROSSWORD
Across
Yesterday’s solution

1- Boy or man; 5- Prince Valiant’s wife; 10- Soft shoes; 14- Homecoming guest; 15- Singer
Bryson; 16- Banned apple spray; 17- Thrust with a knife; 18- Mary of “The Maltese Falcon”; 19Actress Gershon; 20- Was able; 22- Roof item; 24- Energy units; 27- Gutter location; 28- End of
a railroad line; 32- Lute of India; 35- Sister of Zsa Zsa; 36- Stickum; 38- One in prison for good;
40- Cosecant’s reciprocal; 42- Feeble peevish complaint; 44- Motion picture; 45- Rocklike; 47Gandhi’s land; 49- Campaigned; 50- Smith’s block; 52- 20th president of the U.S; 54- Blunted
blade; 56- Side; 57- Supposed; 60- Gives a 9.8, say; 64- Nabisco cookie; 65- Healing plants;
68- Present; 69- Quick look; 70- Quizzes, trials; 71- Romain de Tirtoff, familiarly; 72- Bern’s
river; 73- Upright; 74- Cong. meeting;

Down

How to play

Place a number in the empty boxes in such
a way that each row across, each column
down and each 9-box square contains all
of the numbers from one to nine.

1- Not fem.; 2- Singing voice; 3- Hawaiian outdoor feast; 4- Symbol; 5- Therapists’ org.; 6Bandleader Brown; 7- I could ___ horse!; 8- Steak order; 9- Main arteries; 10- Like a lodestone;
11- Actress Lena; 12- Injectable diazepam, in military lingo; 13- Mme., across the Pyrenees;
21- Faucet problem; 23- Devil’s doing; 25- Chew on; 26- Japanese dish; 28- Actress Harper;
29- “Don’t Cry for Me, Argentina” musical; 30- Blathered; 31- Sharp pain; 33- Flaming; 34- Of
the kidneys; 37- Conclude by; 39- Rip apart; 41- Wrapper; 43- Cork’s place; 46- Holy moly!;
48- Whence one may worship; 51- Official emissary; 53- Mental pictures; 55- Conger catcher;
57- Length times width; 58- Lip-curling facial expression; 59- Prescribed amount; 61- Air-filled
rubber hoop, become fatigued; 62- Newts; 63- Canonized Fr. women; 64- ___-Locka, Florida;
66- List-ending abbr.; 67- Concorde, e.g.;

Yesterday’s solution
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I won’t become a tennis ghost,
says Federer, ahead of final bow
Roger Federer expresses his desire to stay involved in tennis in the future

•

Federer eyes
dream pairing with
Nadal at Laver Cup
for farewell match

I just wanted to let the
fans know I won’t be
a ghost. It’s funny, I
spoke about Bjorn Borg,
he didn’t return to
Wimbledon for 25 years
and that hurts every
fan. But I don’t think I’ll
be that guy. I feel tennis
has given me too much.
I have been around the
game for too long. Have
fallen in love with too
many things

Reuters | London

R

oger Federer brings down
the curtain on his illustrious career later this week
but the Swiss maestro has assured his millions of fans that he
will not become a tennis ghost.
Back in London, down river
from where he won a record
eight Wimbledon titles, the
41-year-old said he had no intention of walking away from a
sport he has graced for so long.
Speaking to reporters at London’s O2 Arena, where Federer
twice won the ATP Finals title,
the Swiss was emotional at times
as he explained the decision to
hang up his rackets.
Asked what his plans were
for the future, Federer said he
would not disappear like Swedish great Bjorn Borg, who is captaining Europe against the Rest
of the World this week.
“I just wanted to let the fans
know I won’t be a ghost. It’s funny, I spoke about Bjorn Borg, he
didn’t return to Wimbledon for
25 years and that hurts every

ROGER FEDERER

Roger Federer (R) hugs Rafael Nadal (L) during their tennis match in Cape Town
(file photo)
fan,” Federer said of the 11-time
major winner who quit tennis
aged 26.
“But I don’t think I’ll be that

guy. I feel tennis has given me
too much. I have been around
the game for too long. Have fallen in love with too many things.

Top seeds fall on day of Tokyo tennis shocks
AFP | Tokyo

T

op seed Paula Badosa joined
US Open semi-finalist Caroline Garcia and Wimbledon
champion Elena Rybakina in
making shock early exits from
the Pan Pacific Open in Tokyo
yesterday.
World number four Badosa
lost 6-3, 6-2 to fast-rising Chinese teenager Zheng Qinwen,
failing to hit a single ace and
losing seven straight games.
Badosa, who had a bye into
the second round, compounded a miserable evening in the
Japanese capital by swatting a
return straight into the ground
on match point.
The 19-year-old Zheng, who
reached the last 32 at the US
Open, said her win over Badosa
was “a big jump” after beginning the year ranked number
126 in the world.
“There was a lot of emotion
there on court -- even though
the score was like this, it wasn’t
an easy win,” said Zheng, who
will play American Claire Liu in
the quarter-finals.
“I always know that I have
the level to be here -- it’s just
that I have to show up on court
in the tournament.”
Number two seed Garcia put
up a fight but still crashed out
in her first match, squandering
a match point to be ousted 4-6,
7-6 (7/5), 7-6 (7/5) by China’s
Zhang Shuai.
France’s Garcia has been
in red-hot form, winning the
Cincinnati Masters last month
before reaching her first Grand
Slam semi-final at Flushing

KNOW WHAT

Federer and Nadal
have enjoyed one
of sport’s greatest
rivalries across a decade-and-a-half. They
have faced each other
40 times on the tour,
including on many
occasions in the latter
stages of major tournaments

“You’ll see me again. In what
Federer said he wants to team
capacity, I don’t know. Still have up with long-time rival Nadal
to think about it a little bit, give for the final match of his career
myself some time.”
“Of course, no doubt,” he told
a packed press conference. “I
Final match
think it would be quite a unique
Fe d e re r a n n o u n c e d l a st situation if it were to happen.
“For us as well to go through
Thursday that the Laver Cup,
the team event he helped create, the careers we’ve both had and
would be the last act of a profes- come out the other side and be
sional career spanning almost a able to have a nice relationship,
I think is maybe a great message
quarter of a century.
Having not played competi- as well to not just tennis and
tively since losing in the quar- sports but maybe even beyond.
He had still held out hope of
ter-finals of Wimbledon last
year, Federer will make his final making a comeback but said his
knee issues had finally forced
bow with a doubles match.

Raducanu survives wobble to reach Korea Open last 16
AFP | Seoul

F

Caroline Garcia of France serves a ball against Zhang Shuai of China

France’s Garcia
has been in red-hot
form, winning the
Cincinnati Masters last
month before reaching
her first Grand Slam
semi-final at Flushing
Meadows two weeks
ago
Meadows two weeks ago.
But she came up short against
world number 28 Zhang in Tokyo despite hitting 27 aces -- the
best on the WTA tour this year
-- and holding a match point at
5-4 in the second set.
Zhang fought back to level
the match via a tiebreak before
munching on a sandwich during the changeover.
It seemed to energise Zhang
as she outlasted Garcia in the
final set, taking it on her second
match point when the Frenchwoman hit long after two hours

and 30 minutes.
“It was not the best tennis I
can play but I really tried hard
and kept fighting,” said Garcia.
“She just got better at the end
and it was a few points here and
there.”
Zhang will now face either
sixth seed Karolina Pliskova of
the Czech Republic or Croatia’s
Petra Martic in the quarter-finals.
Kazakhstan’s Rybakina lost
6-2, 6-4 to Russia’s Liudmila
Samsonova just one day after
arriving in Tokyo as a late wild
card.
Rybakina, who was drafted
in when countrywoman Yulia
Putintseva tested positive for
Covid, said her hectic schedule
had been “very tough”.
“I felt that if I stayed here for
maybe a few more days it would
be much better, especially as
I was closer in the second set
so I started to play better and
better,” she said.

him to retire.
“My knee just doesn’t allow
me to play at this level anymore,”
he said.
“I came to realise that throughout the summer and then I was
just looking for a place in time
where I could call it.
“It felt very fitting for me to
end my career here. Having
Bjorn Borg on the bench with
me when I walk out is going to
be something that is beyond cool
and I felt that was something
really nice. Having a team behind me as well would not feel so
lonely when I’m calling it a day.”
Federer’s 20 Grand slam titles
has been surpassed by Nadal
(22) and Novak Djokovic (21)
in an unprecedented golden era
for men’s tennis. But whatever
the statistics, many still regard
him as the greatest player ever
to wield a racket.
He claimed 103 career titles,
second only to Jimmy Connors,
and spent a record 237 consecutive weeks as world number one
from 2004 to 2008.
His first Grand Slam title arrived in 2003 when he beat Mark
Philippoussis to win Wimbledon
and he went on to win it five
years in a row before losing to
Nadal in a 2008 classic.
“This city has been special
to me, maybe the most special
place,” Federer said.

ormer US Open champion
Emma Raducanu overcame
a late wobble before defeating
Japan’s 126th-ranked Moyuka
Uchijima in her opening match
at the Korea Open on Wednesday.
The 19-year- old Briton,
whose US Open defence collapsed in the first round last
month, won 6-2, 6-4 to make
the last 16 in Seoul.
The sixth seed will face Yanina Wickmayer of Belgium.
Raducanu reached a career-high 10th in the world,
but is now 77th, having failed
to build on her shock success
at Flushing Meadows last year.
After rattling through the

I knew that if I got
a good first serve it
would help me a lot. I
was trying to hit an ace
and I did... My serves
helped me out a lot
EMMA RADUCANU

Emma Raducanu in action
first set, the teenager picked
up the pace in the second to
surge into a 5-0 lead in less than
20 minutes.
A Raducanu double-fault in
the sixth game gave Uchijima
a whiff of survival and the Japanese won four straight games,
before Raducanu finally sealed

the match with an ace.
“I think it was overall a pretty
solid match until the end of the
second set,” she said.
“I’m really happy with the
way I regrouped.”
Raducanu said she tried to
stop herself from “overthinking” and just focused on her
serve.

Lewandowski to wear Shevchenko’s Ukraine armband at World Cup
Reuters | Warsaw

P

oland captain Robert Lewandowski has pledged to
wear Ukrainian colours on his
sleeve at the World Cup to show
solidarity with the war-torn
country after getting a special
blue and yellow armband from
Andriy Shevchenko.
The Barcelona striker met
former Ukraine captain and
coach Shevchenko at Warsaw’s
national stadium to collect the
armband which he will wear in
Qatar to symbolically represent
Ukraine, who failed to qualify
for the tournament.
In February, Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered

Poland captain Robert Lewandowski
receives a Ukraine armband from
Andriy Shevchenko
troops into Ukraine on what
Moscow calls a “special military
operation” to “disarm” Kyiv,
purge it of “nationalists” and
halt NATO expansion.
“I am going to wear Ukraine’s
colours at the Qatar World

Cup,” Lewandowski said. “I’ll
wear Shevchenko’s armband
at the World Cup in November
as a reminder that the people
of Ukraine are not alone and
remain in our thoughts.
“Being here with Andriy
means a lot to me.”
Former Chelsea and AC Milan
striker Shevchenko, who played
for Ukraine 111 times scoring 48
goals and represented Dynamo
Kyiv before playing abroad, has
been raising funds to rebuild his
country following the invasion.
“I want to thank Lewandowski for this act of solidarity and for all his work
on behalf of my country,”
Shevchenko said.
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Wales skipper
Bale confident of
World Cup fitness

Bahrain Club power past
Muharraq in basketball league
National team big man Wayne Chism spearheads victors in contest,
pouring in 34 points and grabbing 23 rebounds

Gareth Bale
Reuters | London

W

ales captain Gareth
Bale insists he will
be fully fit in time for the
World Cup despite his lack
of action with Los Angeles
FC.
Bale has made just two
starts among his 11 appearances for the MLS team and
has yet to play 90 minutes
since joining in July.
But the 33-year-old is adamant his fitness programme
is tailored to reach its peak
for the end of the MLS season and the World Cup in
Qatar in November.
Speaking after linking up
with Wales for their Nations
League games against Belgium and Poland, Bale said:
“We have a plan in LA with
what we’re doing. We’re
not doing too much straight
away.
“Every footballer wants
to play as much as they can,
but we’re being clever and
building myself up for the
last important part of the
season.

•

Bahrain Super Cup showdown set
between holders Ahli and Manama

•

B

Bahrain Club lead
by as many as 20
points in the game
Victors dominate the
glass, outrebounding
rivals 51-33
TDT | Manama

B

ahrain Club powered past
fellow-title hopefuls Muharraq 76-67 last night to
wrap up the third week of action
in the 2022/2023 Zain Bahrain
Basketball League.
Behind the strong play of
national team big man Wayne
Chism, Bahrain Club made the
most of their size advantage to
overcome their overmatched
rivals, who were playing without
an import.
Bahrain Club thus continued
their impressive start to the
season by posting their second
successive win, while Muharraq
suffered their first defeat in two

Cristiano Ronaldo wants
to play till Euro 2024

Bahrain Club’s Wayne Chism goes for
a baby hook shot as he is defended by
Muharraq’s Ali Rabeea
outings.
League action continues on
Tuesday next week with the
third week of play.
In last night’s lone fixture,
Bahrain Club were dominant in
the paint and it showed in their
massive rebounding advantage
of 51-33 for the contest.

ahrain Super Cup, being
held this season in honour
of former Bahrain Basketball
Association president the Late
Shaikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al Khalifa, is set
to take place tonight.
Defending league champions
Manama will lock horns with
the reigning Khalifa bin Salman
Cup holders Al Ahli, who will
be gunning for a “three-peat”
of Super Cup crowns.
Manama, however, have
won the trophy the most times
in the competition’s history
with four, from the 2015/2016
to the 2018/2019 seasons.
Ahli will be looking to match
that record. Aside from the

Chism had his way against
fellow-Bahrain international Ali
Shukrallah and his frontcourt
mate Ali Rabeea. Chism finished
with a game-high 34 points on

past two campaigns, Ahli also
claimed the inaugural edition
of the season-opening contest
in 2009/2010.
The game is scheduled for a
7pm tip-off at Zain Basketball
Arena.
The naming of this year’s
contest after the Late Shaikh
Mohammed is in appreciation
of his great efforts in developing Bahrain basketball while
he was BBA president, as well
as his contributions as head of
basketball at Muharraq Club.
Aside from the winning
team, individual accolades
and financial rewards will
also be given out to the top
performers.
an efficient 14-for-25 shooting
clip and took down a monster 23
rebounds in the process.
Bahrain Club held a narrow
24-20 lead at the end of the first

Ahli edge past Ettihad in handball league
•

Al Dair defeat
Bahrain Club 36-31 to
claim second successive
win in 2022/2023 Khalid
bin Hamad Bahrain
Handball League
TDT | Manama

T
Cristiano Ronaldo attends Portugal’s training session in Oeiras, Portugal
AFP | Lisbon

C

ristiano Ronaldo has set
his sights on reaching
Euro 2024 and the Portugal
and Manchester United forward says he has no plans to
retire any time soon.
“My journey is not over yet,
you’re going to have to put up
with ‘Cris’ for a while longer,”
said Ronaldo on Tuesday, after
receiving a trophy at the Portuguese football federation’s
(FPF) Quinas de Ouro awards
in Lisbon for being the top national team goalscorer of all

117

goals have been scored by
Cristiano Ronaldo in 189
Portugal appearances and
is expecting to play in his
10th major international
tournament for his
country at Qatar 2022

I want to be part of
the World Cup and
the Euros … I feel
very motivated. My
ambition is great
CRISTIANO RONALDO

time.
“I want to be part of the
World Cup and the Euros … I
feel very motivated. My ambition is great,” the 37-year-old
said.
Ronaldo has scored 117 goals
in 189 Portugal appearances
and is expecting to play in
his 10th major international
tournament for his country at
Qatar 2022.
The forward’s brace against
the Republic of Ireland in
September 2021 allowed him
to overtake Iranian great Ali
Daei’s haul of 109 goals as the
record international scorer.

quarter and they managed to extend that advantage in the second,
where they outscored Muharraq 20-13 to head into the locker
rooms with a 44-33 cushion.
The victors continued to pile
on the pressure and a pair of
Chism free-throws gave them
a commanding 20-point lead—
their biggest of the game—late
in the third.
In the fourth, Muharraq tried
to make a brave comeback and got
to within nine points on a Bader
Abdulla Malabes three-pointer with the final basket of the
contest, but they came no closer.
Bahrain Club had all the answers
and they did well to stave off any
surge from their rivals.
Aside from Chism, Ali Asghar
was the winners’ only other
player in double figures. With
13 markers. Ali Abbas chipped
in with nine points and Hasan
Gerashi had six.
For Muharraq, Ali Jaffar
scored 23 and Malabes added
12, while Younes Kowayed and
Shukrallah contributed eight
points apiece in the losing effort.

itle contenders Al Ahli
claimed a hard-earned
30-27 win over Al Ettihad last
night in the third week of action of the 2022/2023 Khalid
bin Hamad Bahrain Handball
League, played at the Bahrain
Handball Association Arena in
Um Al Hassam.
The victors held a narrow
16-12 advantage at the half
but in the final 30 minutes
Ettihad fought back, getting

Al Ahli’s Jassim Al Salatna goes for goal against Al Ettihad during their match
last night
to within two goals multiple minutes to go widened the gap
to 29-25, virtually icing the
times.
Ahli led 27-25 heading into game for Ahli.
With the result, Ahli claimed
the final five minutes, and they
then finished the contest strong. their first win of the new camA goal by Sadeq Ali with three paign after two tries. They had

previously drawn their opening
fixture. Ettihad, on the other
hand, suffered their second loss
in three games.
In yesterday’s other match, Al
Dair overcame a hard challenge
from Bahrain Club 36-31.
Dair led 19-15 at the break and
did enough in the second half to
maintain their advantage and
secure the win.
Like Ahli, Dair were only
playing their second game and
they remained undefeated. Bahrain Club, meanwhile, suffered
their third loss.
League action continues tonight with two more matches
on the cards. At 5.30pm, Barbar
go head-to-head with Tubli, followed at 7.15pm by defending
champions Al Najma playing
Samaheej.
Tomorrow, Al Ettifaq and Al
Shabab face off at 7pm.

Grealish tells critics to lay off England boss Southgate
AFP | London

J

ack Grealish has backed England manager Gareth Southgate after he endured “very
harsh” criticism following the
Three Lions’ disappointing results in the summer.
While the World Cup in
November is England’s focus,
Southgate’s side are in danger
of relegation from their Nations
League group heading into Friday’s match against Italy.
England’s coach Gareth Southgate (L)
England failed to win any speaks with Jack Grealish (R)
of their four Nations League
games in June, a dismal run that defeats against Hungary.
featured a pair of embarrassing
That triggered a deluge of

Grealish knows all
about public criticism
after his erratic form
for Premier League
champions City since
his British record £100
million ($113 million)
move from Aston Villa
last year
criticism for Southgate, but
Manchester City and England
winger Grealish believes that
was unfair to a manager who
led his country to the Euro 2020
final and the 2018 World Cup

semi-finals.
“We reached the final last year
and then the Hungary game (we
lost 1-0) at the start of the last
camp. I think before that the last
time we’d lost a game over 90
minutes was maybe Belgium in
November 2020 or something,”
Grealish said.
“So, I think it is very harsh, especially as you saw at the World
Cup and the Euros how well
the team done and the manager
himself.
“I thought it was obviously
harsh but sometimes that’s what
you get if you’re English. I’ve
certainly had my fair share!”
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